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Award is 'Bittersweet' for film student

Inside

MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER

PHOI"O BY ALEX ROMANIUK

Many students are addided to the
onlile musk phenomenon known
as Napster. Napster may have to
shut down even after a ruling
made Feb. 12.
-NEWS, pg. 6; OPINIONS, pg. 10

"Got Film?" University of
Central Florida film student
Stephen Unger certainly does.
Twenty-two-year-old Unger
won the "Got Film Fest? festival
with "Bittersweet Karma," a short
children's film in which musicians
reincarnated as lollipops in a candy
store form a band in order to get
eaten. The lead lollipop is reincarnated Sammy Davis, Jr., and the
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ELISSA JACOB

In ·an effort to educate
Russia about American police
techniques., UCF criminal justice
faculty and UCF's. Florida
Eastern Europe Linkage Institute
(FEELI) are partnering over the
next two years.
With the help of a $1.5 million U.S. State Department grant,
UCF will conduct 10 three-,week
seminars a year for the top officers of the Republic of Udmurt's
Ministry of the Interior, a formerly closed part of Russia. The
11,000 member police a¥ency
for the state is located about 800
miles east of Moscow.
Jean Kijek, director of
FEELI, ~aid the institute and

Teaching Academy promises
excellence in education
ships and it will reflect proven
and promising practices," said
STAFF WRITER
Donna Leinsing, coordinator for
the Academy.
Future teachers will reap the
UCF's College of Education
benefits of the College of currently has partnerships with
Education's new academy, the Project CENTRAL (Coordinating
UCF Academy for Teaching, Existing Networks To Reach All
Learning and Leadership when it Learners) and Holmes partners
opens in 2003.
.such as the Orlando Science
The Academy, scheduled for Center and area schools, as well
groundbreaking in the summer of as the Urban Teaching Residency
2001, will serve as the center for Partnership and the Region ID
partnerships, support and pro- Area Center for Educational
grams responsive to the needs of Enhancement. These partnerships
the community and its members.
will continue to serve leaders,
The Academy will house educators, families and communieducation classrooms, technology ties in the new UCF Academy.
centers, labs, offices, programs
. "We are really committed to
and will include the Toni Jennings partnerships with people in the
Exceptional Institute, a research community, agencies and organiinstitute dedicated to research, zations that share common interpractices and clinical services to ests," said Leinsing.
e\Ceptional children, adults and
The Academy is financed by
their families and FLaRE (Family the state, a decision made by UCF
Literacy and Reading Excellence with support from the state and
Center). FLaRE will coordinate the university. Leinsing says that
partnership efforts for the assur- the Academy began as a center
ance of literacy and competence for teaching, but is now intent on
in writing.
incorporating learning as equally
"It has a focus on lifelong
learning, its a hub for partnerACADEMY, Page 5
DARCY ELENA
RODRIGUEZ

)

,l

by people who
visited the festival's web site,
Oilier categories of awards
are the Jury Award
for overall popularity, Animation
Award,
Judges
Award (chosen by
professional
judges)
and
Women of Film
Award.

Bittersweet
Karma" and
all the other
films entered
in the festival are
available for
viewing at
the web site:
http://ww
w.gotfilmfest.com.
0

UCF and local law officials to educate Russian police
STAFF WRITER

Engineering week
NEWS

lollipops are guided through their an idea of what I want to do."
Some of his influences
time in the candy shop by a sacred
include Sesame Street and the
cow.
Unger originally created the works of Jim Henson and Frank
eight-minute film for a class proOz. He said
ject in his junior year.
he thinks chilHe said that he enjoys the
dren can relate
theme of personification , in film,.
to
stories
such as bugs· and animals that talk
more easily
through perand everyday objects with characsonification.
ter.
"I want to do children's :fihns
The winners
in the future. Hopefully a lot of
of the awards
were chosen
people will see [the film] and get . Unger

Kijek . explained Russia's
UCF have partnered since 1993
in a cooperative effort to educate interest saying: "They are interdifferent countries on art, history, ested in learning about our police
biology, biological science and · practices and policies. This pronow criµl.inal justice.
ject is to work on their problems
"I think globalization plays with organized crime and
a big part in it," she said. "There strengthening their democratic
are many common problems practices and assisting them in
with crime in different countries developing laws and prosecutoriand we must learn to work al framework." She said, "We're
together to make the world a bet- actually going to be training the
ter place."
trainers for their police acade-

mies."
Bill Koleszar, director of
UCF's International Project of
Democratic Policing-and former
Orlando police chief who now
works out of UCF's Daytona
campus said: "They (Russian
police) have extensive training
before they go on the street, and
the police academies are closely
RUSSIAN, Page 5

Late"night moratorium imposed

STAFF WRITER

With a turnout of
nearly 500 protesters, the
Orange county commission voted unanimously
for a 60 day moratorium
on late night entertainment venues.

Meetinggoers show
their support
for chairman
Crotty.
Left: Two
protesters
read strongly
upon approval
of the mora·

Orange County Chairman
room,
Richard Crotty has stopped danc- viable way.to prevent drug use in
ing around with the idea of a ban fuany of Orlando's late night space, property, site or premises
open to . the general public that
on dancing. The proposed ban venues.
provides
entertainment for .custhat caught so much flack in the
"Closing or stopping busipast few weeks was changed to a nesses from opening won't stop tomers, patrons or guests anytime between the hours
moratorium on "late night
entertainment" that began
· o'f 2 a.m. and 5 a:.m."
Feb.l3.
"I think the moratorium wasn't really
"I for one don't want to
stop dance . . . ." comAfter five hours oflis- thought out before .... everyone got
tening to facts and opin- the wrong idea and were confused."
missioner Mary Johnson
ions from both experts and
said. "We simply want to
the public, Orange County
- Jason Bernew, a club-goer. protect our youth."
commissioners passed a ........................._ _..._........ •·· •....,... .. . . ..... The moratorium does not
moratorium that will prevent any drugs in our community," said affect any existing nightclubs or
business, that would provide late Kevin Parr, a speaker at the Feb. bars, only those that would open
for business within the next 60
night entertainment, from open- 13 meeting.
ing for the next 60 days.
The board defined places of days.
The connnission will use "late night entertainment" as
SPEAKERS, Page 4
this time to come up with a "any business, establishment,
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All payments + tax, 42 months through lender, 12,000 free miles per year except 200 l Jetta Gl at 10,000 free miles per year. leasee responsible for insurance.
All leases w/opproved credit. Excessiv~ miles at 15¢ per mile at lease end. Total of payment on 2001 New Beetle GL, $10,038; 2001 Golf GL, $10,038;
2001 Jetta GL, $10,878. Residual at buyout: 2001 New Beetle, $10,676.25; 2001 Golf GL, $8792.25; 2001 Jetta GL, $10,066. No dealer discount required.

$250 ~ermination fee. Offer ends February 31, 2001.
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Engineering Week celebrated on campus
New engineering building open for tours during Engineering Week

'

•

~

•

..

UCF is holding its annual
Engineering Week, iQ.cluding the
Science and Engineering Expo.
from Feb. 19-23. Though most
activities will be oriented towards
the 6,000 UCF students who are
Engineering majors, there will be
plenty of things for all UCF students to do. Some of the events
include competitions demonstrating engineering concepts and the
Engineering Expo. The purpose
of the 29th annual Engineering
Week is to let the industry and
the students interact.
The Expo. is planned and run
by students and is designed . to
expose students with an interest
in engineering to some -of the
local companies that employ
engineers and to the technology
needed to ·compete in the field.
Some companies may conduct
interviews, but it is important to
bring a resume and schedule
interviews in advance. · Jason

KATIE GIRAULO
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•
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ADAM SHIVER
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Visioning the Future: Black History Month 200l_
STAFF WRITER

•

BECKI PANOFF

&

STAFF WRITERS
classrooms and materials labs.
The committee faced many
difficulties in the process of planning the week, but also found it
UCF is one of the three Smith, Johnson, Williams,
to be a learning experience.
most preferred colleges and Jones and Brown
"This has been a learning
universities in Florida.
experience for the committee.
Americans eat more than
There's going to be continuity
UCF opened its' doors in 30 million slices of pizza a
with the Expo., since it didn't
1963 with only two buildings. year - about 350 slices per
happen last year. A lot of help
second.
from the past has not been avail, There are more than 200
able so we had to use our own
clubs and organizations on
AJobster's kidneys are .in ,
expertise. We started, planning
campus.
its forehead and its teeth in its
the week late, in December, but
stomach.
we should have picked it up in
;. Stupid laws · in ~Florida
August. This caliber of event
.A special law prohibits
In the past 60 years~ the
requires a year of planning.
· unmarried women from para- gfoul}.dnog has onlfpredicted ;
Nonetheless, I have a great com~ chuting ori Sunday or she the weather correctly 28% of .
mittee," said Dargin.
r shall risk ·arrest. fine and/or the tim.e.
""
.. i
Dargin wishes to thank all
jailing.
the members of the committee
Quote of the Week
for their time and effort. Some of ~·
Jf .an elephant is J~ft tied
"A newspaper consists ·of
the directors include: · Seth
t' to ·a parking meter, the park- just the same number of
Chapman, technical director,
dngfee has to be paid just as it word~, . ,. whether there be any ;
Sandra Valez and Lachina
!
would for a vehicle.
news in it or not."
Morisma, programs directors,
rr,.,
-Henry .Fielding l
,
Carlos Rolon, setup director,
~
It is illegal to sing in a
Philip Chang, hospitality director
t· public place while attired in a Arou~d Campos:
and Patrick Bertiaux, publicity
·
!
swimsUit.
· Golf carts are no longer
director. Though the events vary
. all<>wed OJ) <:FRP roadways. :
greatly, the overall purpose of the
i;
. Men may not be seen.~ For more information on Golf •
week is to expose interested stuI
publicly in any kind of stiap-·'· C¥t Safety and Operational·
dent,s to the job market and the
~;less gown.
. Rules, contact tbe UCF Police
technology therein.
Department at' (407) 823,.
It ·is illegal to skateboard' 5555.
.!': without·aHcense;
The
main
Parking
early in the 20th century io hip hop and modern
You are not allowed to' · Services Office.· at the•. South ·
pop, African American roots have been responsibreak more ·than three dish<?s Parking Garage will be close9
ble for the flourish of many a musical genius in , per day, or chip the edges of Feb. 19 - April 9. Parking
this country. Writers such as Langston Hughes,
more ~an four cups and/or Services business, like cita~ .
Toni Morrison and Alice Walker, among others,
saucers.
tion payments and decal purtaught America how to write and express themchases, will be handled by the
selves artfully. And, · thanks to the Civil Rights
Penalty for horse theft is West
Garage
(by
the
movement, other human rights movements gained ~ death by banging.
Education Building) office.
strength, such as equal rights for women and the
movement for equality for gays and lesbians. ;. Useless facts of the week
'.'.Eunny -Friday, 0 with. proBlacks hav~ taught this country ' how to grow,
The· duck most often fessional comedians including
cooperate and accept one another with human dig- . depicted on- the "Duck StaJ)lp>' J.J., RodMan and Marvin
nity.
Dixon~ -is Friday, Feb. 23 at 7 '
: ~s the mallard, at six times.
i
We formally commemorate these contribu- l"
P·tn· in the VAB.Auditorium.
tions one month out of the year. February is Black f;
It takes a week to make a
History Month. The celebration began in the 20's ' jelly bean.
National Society of Black
as Negro History Week; promoted by Carter F.
Engineers Ultimate Ride
Woodson. The particular week in February was
The five most commo~ Expo. 2001 is Saturday, Feb.
American surnames are: 24 at noon in the Arena.
WEALTH, Page 6 .

Malecki, exhibit director for the
committee, set ·up the variety of
displays available for the whole
week. The Expo. will be held
Tuesday, Feb. 20 from 9:30 a.m.
to 4 pm. and is free to any interested students. About 30 companies will be represented according to Ben Goff, the corporate
director of the Engineering Week
committee, including NASA,
Lockheed Martin and the Naval
Air Warfare Center. Some events
from past Engineering Weeks
include an awards banquet, high
school outreach programs, various students competitions and
'Introduce a Girl to Engineering,'
a program designed to introduce
females to the field.
According to Fabiola Dargin,
the General Chair of the Expo.,
the first major event is a table of
speakers from the Florida
Society;
held
Engineering
Monday from 4-7 p.m. The main
discussion will center on topics
pertinent to the field of engineering. Tuesday is_ the Expo. as well
as a banquet at6 p.m., planned by
Banquet Director Malita Anders.
Thursday, the new engineering
building will be open to the public for tour, which includes new

LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Didyou1

"In a sense we have come to
nation's capital to cash a check. When the architects of our
republic wrote the magnificent words of the
Constitution and the declaration of Independence,
they were signing a promissory note to which
every American- was to fall heir. This note was a
promise that all men would be guaranteed the
inalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness." (Martin Luther King, Jr., 1963)
Not only did African Americans go to the
bank, they built all roads leading to it. Besides
enduring the struggle for equal rights in America,
blacks have defined and shaped our nation in ways
that far surpass equal access to schools and other
public facilities. Blacks have contributed to
almost every type of contemporary American
music we enjoy today. From the advent of jazz

• Resort Style Pool & Heated
Jacuzzi
• Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Free Tanning Bed
• Free High Speed
Internet Connections
• Free State-of-the-Art
Fitness Center
• Fully Furnished 3 and 4
Bedrooms with
Individual Leases
(you pay for your rent only!)
• Plus Much, Much More!

•

•
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'

•

407-382-4114
www. effersoncommons.com
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Speakers: Orange county drug use out of hand
FROM PAGE

1

"It's not about the dance, it's
not about the music, it's all about
the drugs,"
said Debbie
Martinez, a registered nurse and
addiction
counselor,
during her
speech.
The moratorium was not
the
only
thing that the
county voted
on.
They
Crotty
voted
to
make
it
mandatory for all bottle clubs to
close at 2 a.m during this moratorium as regular bars and nightclubs are forced to do. Bottle
clubs have not been forced to
close at 2 a.m. in the past due to
the fact that these establishments
do not sell alcohol but instead
customers bring it themselves.
Nearly 500 people showed
up to protest the vote, approximately 60 of whom spoke before
the Orange County commission.
This was the second largest number of people that have been present at a county administration
meeting in the past year, only
topped by the record numbers
that turned out for the vote on
light rail, topping 600.
With the county chambers
full, hundreds of chairs were set
up in the lobby and a side room,
both equipped with television
sets connected to Orange TV.

The sets allowed those that could
not get seats within the chambers
to watch the hearing as well.
All speakers agreed on one
thing said commissioner Teresa
Jacobs; they all felt that drug use
in our community is not a good
thing and is out of hand.
"We need to educate folks
about drugs," Crotty said.
Two clubs which will be
affected by this "late night entertainment" moratorium are · the
Aura club, which was to open at
the old CyberZone location and
the Venus & Mars Deluxe complex that has been proposed for
the old Mcinerny Ford car dealership at the comer of State Road
436 and Highway 50.
Students passed around and
filled out petitions against the
moratorium on the University of
Central Florida campus throughout last week. Many feel the
moratorium will prevent them
from going out and having a
good time. They also voiced their
thoughts on how they believe it is
an infringement upon their constitutional rights.
"I believe this issue has
become trivialized," Crotty said.
"This is a legitimate public policy issue."
. Commissioner Ted Edwards
was slightly exasperated at the
thought of having to return in 60
days and re-address this issue.
"I'm not looking forward to
60 days from now when we have
another public hearing," Edwards
said.

spheliOn.

•

Spherion, formerly Norrell / Interim, is looking
for outg~ing people for the coolest jobs around.

•

Fact Sheet
What is a Rave Club? A
music and dance location or
club with late-nigh~ all-night,
and early-morning hours of
operation. Alcoholic beverages are usually not served on
the . premises,
allowing
underage customers to be pre~

Event staffing at Orlando's premier
sports and leisure venues

Will the moratorium pro·
hibit or restrict dancing?

National Shipping Company

No.

Call today to start a fun and
exciting opportunity with Spherion!

· havens for illegal drug use,
·especially drug use by minors
other illegal activity.
,.
The county and th~
''Sheriff will stlidy the issues
and problemS .associated with
rave clubs .and expeditiously

.and

criminal acts. ·The regulations will be considered by'the
'1Jo'a rd
of
County

Commissioners within 60
days after the start of the
moratorium.

l

* Info'rmation compiled from the Orange
County Government web site fact sheet.
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Semester at Sea take~ students around the world
however, were sometimes required," said Cohen.
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER
"Certain shore excursions were required by the
professors. Science professors required nature hikes
"This was the adventure of a lifetime. I couldn't and religious studies professors required visits to
turn my back on that," sophomore Ian Cohen said.
certain shrines and temples."
Cohen spent his fall
Students spent approximatesemester climbing the
ly three hours .each day
Great Wall of China, drion the ship taking class"At each port, we'd spend almost all
ving on an African safari,
es. Cohen said, "At each
' '
visiting an "Untouchable" our time either exploring on our
port, we'd spend almost
village in India and even own or goi~g on field excursions."
all our time either explormanaged · to meet Fidel
ing
on our own or going
- Ian Cohen, UCF sophomore.
Castro and Archbishop
op field excursions."
Desmond Tuttu along the
Watson said SAS differs
way.
from study abroad programs in that it is global and
Cohen and about 600 college students did all of comparative, encouraging students to look at issues
this traveling, by ship, and earned academic credit that make countries interdependent. He said study
for it. Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh and abroad programs give students more of an "immerthe Institute for Shipboard Education, the Semester sion" experience.
at Sea program takes students to the four comers of
"It is important to emphasize that one is not betthe world.
ter than the other. Programs have different objecOn the voyage, students take a course load sim- tives. If language acquisition is an objective of a stuilar to what they would at a regular university and dent, by all means, they should be looking at an
will receive credit through the University of immersion expenence," said Cohen.
Pittsburgh.
''Traveling by ship is unique in that the ship
The program offers a wide variety of courses · serves as a floating campus that carries students to
through the College of Arts and Sciences. Students multiple destinations," said Watson.
can choose from approximately 70 courses in the
SAS operates on rolling admissions with no
fall or spring semesters and 30 courses in the sum- deadlines. "We encourage students to begin the
mer.
application process at least a year in advance of the
Cohen took classes related to his major, includ- voyage they are interested in," said Watson.
ing world geography, contemporary film studies,
The standard cost of SAS for the 2001-2002 fall
world theater survey and directing/performance.
and spring semesters is approximately $14,000 and
Director of Enrollment Management, Paul $9,000 for the summer. Students can apply for finanWatson, said, "Students study and prepare for their cial aid and students eligible for Pell Grants or
courses in a similar fashion to what they do on their Stafford Loans can transfer their awards through
home campus." He added, "But, 20 percent of the UCF, or by applying to SAS directly.
course requirement is done through field work, in
When asked if he would recommend the proport activities, so there is a 'hands-on' component." gram to UCF students, Cohen said, "Hell yes!
On the ship, we weren't exactly given home- You're not going to find anything even close to this
work on a regular basis. Papers ·and presentations anywhere in the world."
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What ·is,, a moratoriuin and
how does it work? To ,give
the County .~rne . . to decide
. what new regulations may be
needed to ensure that future
rave clubs . do not• become ·

prepare the regulations needed
to eusure that futut~ rave clubs
do not become havens
,,,.. for illegal drug' use, drug overdoses,
forcible . ~d, statutoryrape and
other .social problems and
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I, 2, & 3 Bedrooms Apartments
• Gated Community
• Free Water & Sewer
• 24 Hour Fitness Center
•Sparkling Pool w/Sun Deck
• Washer/Dryer (Optional)
• Discounted Cable (Optional)
• Basketball Court
• 5 minutes from U.C.F.
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Russian students, officials will visit
UCF and local police agencies
FRoMPAGE

aligned with the universities. We
will not be there to say 'this is
how to do it' but to share what
we have learned so they can
apply what they can use in their
environment."
Koleszar explained that
Russian conditions today are
similar to America in the
1960's. The Republic of
Udmurt's Ministry of the
Interior is a formerly closed part
of Russia to foreigners and used
to manufacture weapons during
the Cold War. Today there is
high unemployment and a dwin:
dling regional economy. Such
conditions contribute to civil
unrest, organized crime and
don;lestic violence .

•

•
Why start your day stuck in traffic? There's no such

For more information and to apply on-line, park

thing as rush hour at an EVA wilderness camp. Our

your mouse at www.eckerd.org.

youth counselors live and work year-round in some
of the most beautiful, natural settings in the
Canoe the Suwanee. Sleep under the stars. Develop
personal relationships. And help at·risk kids get
back on the right path. Doesn't that sound a lot

•

FROM PAGE

P.O. Box 7450
Clearwater, FL 33758-7450
E-mail to: recruiting@eckerd.org

better than breathing exhaust fumes twice a day?

EVA offers you - Full-time, live-in positions • Excellent salary/benefits • Free room and board
• Clothing allowance • Free time-off quarters • Paid training (all majors encouraged to apply)

EOE

BRAND NEW - NOW LEASING!

•

In April, 25-30 UCF
instructors and experts from
area police agencies will be
going to Russia during the twoyear program. Russian students
and 30 top ranking ministry officials will come to UCF for
classroom instruction and visit
local police agencies. Koleszar
is currently looking for police,
judges and prosecutors in the
Central Florida area who are
interested in participating in the
exchange
"They may work on opposite sides of the world," he said,
"But cops are cops."
FEELI is located in UCF
Academic Affairs. For more
information on this project or
FEELI at UCF contact Wes
Piontczak at 407-823-3647.

Academy to be completed by 2003

Or send resume to:
Selection Specialist/CN

eastern United States. Hike the Appalachian Trail.

•

1

1/2 off First Months Rent!

1

important.
Leadership is a large part of
what the Academy will provide.
The Academy will send leaders,
teachers and ideas out into the
community, which expresses a
keen interest in the facility and
will play a role in the activities
and the Academy's _research,
programs, mentoring programs
for teachers and students alike
and partnerships.
Although the Academy is
not built yet, UCF has programs
already in progress, such as

FLaRE. The Academy recently
received a grant geared towards
professional development in the
math and sciences.
"It has lots of movement,
lots of energy and lots of collaboration," said Leinsing. With so
many of the programs currently
in progress, the only missing
element is the building.
Construction
of
tl)e
Academy will begin next to the
current Education Complex and
will be completed in 2003. The
Education Complex will house
offices and occasionally education courses.

f:tpartment [ivi,ng at its 6est

•
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Dear Health Nut,

Within the last couple of
weeks, when I brush my teeth
my gums bleed. They are There is a definite art to it:
really red and are sore to the
touch. Why? And what · Break off about 18 inches of
should I do about it?
floss.
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Sincerely,
Pain in the mouth
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toothbrush and flossing once a
day. Many people do not know
how to floss .
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Dear Pain in the mouth,
It sounds as if you have
gingivitis. It's extremely common, especially among young
adults. It's caused by plaque
deposits, which eventually
turns into tartar and becomes
trapped at the base of the teeth.
It's very important to catch
gingivitis before it leads to an
abscess tooth.
Symptoms include: mouth
sores, swollen gums, red or
purple gums, gums that bieed
easily and gums that are tender
when touched.
I cannot stress the importance of brushing properly and
flossing! You should brush
twice a ·day with a soft bristle

· Using half an inch at a time, .
slide the floss between your
teeth.
· Curve the floss into a C-shape
against one tooth once it reach- "
es the gums.
• Hold it tightly against the
tooth and rub the side of the ...
tooth in an up and down ,,
motion.
Your gums may bleed if
you are not used to flossing
regularly. After a few days,
the redness should retreat and
your gums should be feeling
much less sore.
Also, make sure you are
renewing your toothbrush
every three of four months al!d
are visiting your dentist for a
teeth Cleaning once every six
months to a year.

\I

Decision made: Napster gets nabbed
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 12, the decision in
A&M Records v. Napster, Inc
was reached in the ninth US
Circuit Court of Appeals. A
panel of three judges eventually
came up with a 58 page decision
requiring District Judge Marilyn
Hall Patel reword her injunction
with a focus on copyright
infringement.
Shawn Fanning founded
Napster in May of 1999. It consists of software designed to
make it easier to find MP3' s

online and has about 50 million said that this was not applicable to invest necessary capital in
users. In fact, according to to the Napster decision because Napster if it becomes a secure
Richard Gray, an intellectual it's obvious that users are subscription based site with royproperty lawyer, Napster can be exchanging copyrighted songs.
alties going to the artists. This
·
will enable the popular
equated to an air traffic
control tower because it v
dent
i .
h
Napster to continue
. customers cor
a stu r.:
op nion on t e
serves to switch
u
wh'l
1e
stl'll award'mg
.
.
napster rui~ng-.
.
.
to a different server if the
·OPINIONS
• • . artists for their popular10
download is interrupted.
.
' pg.
....,..
ity. While BMG is willNapster' s defense team
ing to compromise, the
also pointed out the SonyFanning's Redwood City other four record labels are pushBetamax decision of 1984.
based software institution was ing for its termination.
After Napster's birth, other
In this decision, the Supreme sued upon its emergence by the
Court refused to hold VCR and five largest record laoels: Sony, MP3 sharing programs began,
video tape manufacturers liable Warner, BMG, EMI and including Gnutella and Freenet.
for people recording movies in Universal. Bertlemann AG, the The advantages of such free,
their homes. The appeals court parent of BMG music is 'Yilling Internet based sites are plentiful.

o·

Student discounts can .
be found around town
Center, Oviedo Marketplace and
UC7. UC7, the closest theater to
UCF, is the only one of those three
Now that financial aid checks Regal cinemas that gives a student
have been received and tax refunds discount, at $5 for tickets to night
are returning in the mail, it's time. shows. The newer theaters do not
to think of ways to make them give a discount as not to compete
last. Several university and with the older UC7.
Orlando-area merchants offer stuFor students that live on the
dent discounts, with the mere flash west side of town, or don't mind a
of the UCF Card.
longer drive, both Universal
The closest movie theaters to Citywalk and Downtown Disney's
UCF are all Regal Cinemas,
notably Waterford Lakes Town
CLUBS, Page 9
MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER

While CD's can be expensive, it's
free to download MP3 's. There's
a wide selection and most sites
are relatively user friendly.
There are some disadvantages to Napster and its clones. It
can be time consuming and frustrating to download songs without a high speed Internet connection. Then · there are the legal
aspects, such as copyright
aspects.
While Napster may still be
functional, it may soon be legally
compelled to shut down, though
BMG does offer one alternative.

Wealth of activities to celebrate Black History month
FROM PAGE

3

chosen because both Frederick Douglass and
Abraham Lincofo had their birthdays that week.
Finally in 1976 an entire month was devoted to celebrating the richness and dimension
Black Americans give to the country. According
to Teliesha Terry, president of UCF's Black
Female Development Circle, people can learn a
different side of American history by learning
about Black history. "By celebrating and partaking in events they can learn a new type of history from the African American perspective."
The UCF African American Studies Office
has themed this year's celebration with "Visions
of the Future Through the Eyes of the Past."
There are a wealth of activities to celebrate the
month on campus; such as an African dance

class, a Unity Fun Day and a candlelight vigil.
Students and faculty are all encouraged to attend
the events for the remainder of February, and to
celebrate Black history throughout the year.
"Studying black history has taught me to be
very proud of my race and my background," said
Terry. "It has allowed me to learn that we are the
pioneers of civilization, government, higher
learning institutions and so much more."

For Black History Month schedules of
activities or other information on African
American culture and achievement, contact the African American Studies office
:flt (407) 823-0026 or visit the office at
207 Colbourn Hall.
1

DO YA KNOW... D·OYA KNOW... DO YA KNOW...
WHERE YOU'RE GONNA LIVE?
'THE VILLAGE AT !JfLAFAYA CLUB
3100 ALAFAYA CLUB DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORI DA 32817

•

Happy Hour

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS
2·7 Weekdays

(w/ Valid Student ID)

.Pitchers
of Beer
After S:OOpm
Saturdays &
Sundays

T: (407) 482 - 9990
"°".:.

-"=""'""""°I

F: (407) 48? - 9991

THE VILLAGE AT

ALAFAYA CLUB
All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blyd. •Orlando, fl 32817 •407.282.0505

r-----------------------------------------------~----,
I

FREE Application Fee VVith This Coupon ,
Offer Expires March 15

·----------------------------------------------------~
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JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

At or near the time where
you are about to finish your
four-year degree?
Do job
prospects like customer-service,
entry-level, or the same old food
industry job that .seem to be
coming your way seem to be
lacking the luster of a winning
career? There are other opportunities for recent graduates that
provide excellent opportunities
for students to add valuable
experience and skills to a
resume.

'f

•

•
Located in the UCF
Student Union

Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905
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February 12 and 19, 5-6:30 pm, 'Overeaters Anonymous'
Pegasus Ballroom E, Student Union Anyone with an obsession
w.ith food is welcome.
February 26, 7-8:30 pm, 'Body Love-Body Hate' Room 218C,
Student Union Self-Discovery Knights Presentation b_y REACH
Peer Educators and Cathy Barbano, MS, RD, Campus-Wellness
Center Dietitian on body image and eating disorders.
February 27, 11-12:30 pm and February 28, 5:30-7:00 pm,
'Living in Your Skin: Letting Go of Weight Worries' an
interactive workshop on body image and nutrition by _Cathy _Barbano~
MS,RD.
February 28, 10-2 pm, Information Table In Front of the Student
Union REACH Peer Education and the Eating Disorders Task Force
will have a table in front of the student union with information on
eating disorders and body image.
February 28, 7:00 pm, Appearance, Image & Stereotypes
Discussion led by Valeska Wilson, MA, LMHC, and the EOC Zones
Diversity Series at the Lake Claire Activity Center.
March 1, 7:00 pm, 'Singled In' an interactive game show led by
REACH Peer Education in the Classroom Building Room 121

volunteers receive a substantial
sum of money, $4,725, at the
end of a one-year service, as
well as ·a basic living allowance.
For more information about this
program and how to contact a
recruiter, www.americorps.org
has information .

FULBRIGHT PROGRAM
The Fulbright Program is
another excellent way for recent
grads to see the world while
undergoing academic type
work. Set up by the U.S.
Congress in 1946, the program,
according the their web site,
"enables U.S. citizens to gain
PEACE CORPS
international competence in an
The Peace Corps is a valu- increasingly
interdependent
able place for college students to world."
spend two years of their life
Unlike the Peace Corps or
where they are able to ravel and Americorps, most participants
they are given the opportunity to plan their own programs, maksee the world. Volunteers serve ing it much more individualized.
on every continent in the world Projects may include university
and there is a job for virtually coursework, independent library
every college major.
or field research, classes in a
Opportunities range from music . conservatory or art
teaching English to foreign stu- school, special projects in the
dents to serving as an agricultur- social or life sciences or a comal volunteer where you help bination. Depending on the prolocal communities to increase gram, partial and full grants are
food. to helping local economies available. There are also teachfoster small business pursuits. - ing opportunities in Belgium,
The Peace Corps also covers the France, Germany, Hungary,
cost of housing and food in Korea and Turkey as well as
addition to a $6,075 lump sum programs where business majors
upon completion of service. The can get their piece of the pie
Peace
Corps
web
site, with study opportunities availwww.peacecorps.gov, has a able in Mexico, Spain, the UK,
wealth of information, including and Uruguay. For more involunteer stories, more informa- depth information please visit
tion about specific assignments, their
web
site
at
how to contact a recruiter and an http://www.iie.org/fqlbright/us/.
application online for those in a
Also, the Career Resource
hurry to get the process under- Center is a useful place for stuway.
dent looking for direction in
_their career planning needs.
AMERICORPS
They
have
Americorps is very similar - Graduate/Professional school
to the Peace Corps except vol- resources, a four-year career
unteers serve in the United planning guide, a career deciStates. Their goal is to work to sion making process guide, as
better local communities. Jobs well-as an online assessment of
include tutoring _kids, building personality characteristics and
homes, clearing trails' and the careers with which they are
streams, mobilizing resources to most compatible. They also procreate a local health clinic or vide links to Internet job searchdoing any of the hundreds of es and more. For more informaother goal-oriented Americorps tion
about
them
visit
projects. Like the Peace Corps, http://www.crc.ucf.edu/.

Stress can affect health
Stress is the body's natural
warning
system, tO alert us when
HEIDT
danger
or
a problem is near.
STAFF WRITER
People experience stress as the
Stress. It's a body adjusts to the external
of demands placed upon it such as
hazard
being a col- school, work and relationships.
lege student. Bodies constantly want to be
Many people able to maintain a certain level of
try to relieve stability and stress is usually
their high levels of stress in vari- prevalent as the body readjusts to
ous different ways. From novelty too much pressure.
"Out of all the positive
drugs to Yoga, stress has been a
problem that many have tri~d to aspects I have had in my life,
conquer yet everyone comes up stress has never been one of
short. Stress is an unavoidable _ them;' said Shawnna Poland, a
factor in life, but that doesn't student at UCF.
Stress is a part of life that
mean it's not preventable. Many
people just don't understand
YOGA,PageB
what stress is and how it works.
RUTH

UCF 'Springs' into history Yoga, massages offered at universities
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

With its transient population,
most Orlando residents don't feel
their "roots" in Central Florida.
Thanks to an upcoming symposium hosted by the UCF history
department, however, students and
Central Florida residents alike will
be able to hear three prominent
historians speak about this probwith
"History
and
lem
Community in the Sunbelt."
Historians Roger Wilkins,
David Goldfield and Glenna
Matthews will be speaking in the
Pegasus Ballroom in the Student
Center on Wednesday, Feb. 28
from 7:30- IO p.m. All three will
speak on the topic of Sunbelt comrµunities, of which Orlando is one.
"[Matthews] is one of the
foremost scholars in women's history," said UCF history professor
Shirley Leckie.
Together with the help of the
Pauley Family Endowment to the
History Department, the Florida
Humanities Council, the National
Endowment for the Humanities
and co-sponsorship from the
Offices of the Provost and the
Office of Di':'.ersity Initiative, the
College of Arts and Sciences, the
Honors
College,
African
American Studies and Women's
Studies the Nicholson School of
Communications and the Alpha

FROM PAGE

Gamma Chi Chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta, the history department was
able to bring the speakers to the
UCF campus.
This is one of the events of
the history department's project
titled "Community and History:
Discovering the Past, Building the
Future." With this project the
department has tried to cement a
local relationship with historical
societies, thus being one of the
earliest members of the Central
Florida History Consortium. The
department is also trying to play a
role in helping the residents of
Greater Orlando gain a better
sense of their past.
"It's hard for this kind of
community to get a sense of its
past, of being rooted in the Greater
Orlando area," said Leckie. "I
think a lot of people have a kind of
a sense of loneliness, of being
adrift and yet this place has a rich
historical past."
Wilkins,
Goldfield
and
Matthews will be a part of
"Spring Into History," a series of
history lectures for the spring of
2001. The three were chosen for
their expertise in different regions
of Sunbelt communities.
"Overall, we want to start a
conversation," said Leckie. "We
want to get Orlando residents in
all walks of life to start thinking
about what it takes to build a sense
of community."

7

does not have to be a negative
thing. There are two different
forms of stress, eustress, or positive stress, and distress, which is
negative stress.
Eustress is the rush of adrenaline a person feels when they are
excited or anxious, for example
winning a game o·r getting an A
on a math test. Distress, on the
other hand, is a feeling of fear or
nervousness a person might get
before an exam or presentation.
College students tend to have
higher levels of stress than any
other group of people. "I tend to
get headaches when I have an
exam to study for," said Poland,
"but it tends to go away after I
have taken my exam." College
demands a large amount of concentration and work than people
in high school deal with. Classes
are longer and are more condensed to decrease the number of
years needed to complete a
degree program. Therefore, higher levels of stress are increased
because of the demands being
placed on the body at a constant
speed.
Many people have conducted
stress research in the past to try
and understand the intricacies of
this concept A doctor by the
name of Hans Selye has stated
that the body has a limited

reserve of energy, which can be
used towards stress and excess
pressure. When the reserve is
drained premature aging and illness to the mind and body can
occur. Because of the health risks
that are involved with stress, a
person should know how to handle stress and understand how to
prevent it in the future.
"I know when I am stressed,
I just don't know how to get rid
of it or even deal with it once I
have become stressed," said
Poland.
There are several ways college students can prevent stress.
One of the easiest ways to avoid
stress is to get enough sleep.
Lack of sleep causes the eyes to
become weak and strained. The
more pressure and strain put on
the eyes, the more likely it will be
for a student to get a headache.
Not having enough sleep also
causes a person to become irritable and weak. When this happens, they will tend to worry and
worry about .the little things that
go wrong instead of handling
them normally.
Another way to prevent
highly levels of stress is. to eat
properly and exercise. When a
person remains in the same position, such as studying at a desk or
sitting at a computer, the blood
flow is decrease4. Exercising
tends to increase the circulation

of blood and prevents aches and
pains. This also prevents
headaches and eyestrain.
Students should also try
other techniques to relieve stress.
If a student has to be at a desk for
a long time, frequent stretching
breaks can easily decrease stress.
Proper posture also decreases
stress because is relieves added
tension that is applied to the
back. Even little techniques such
as taking a deep breath or putting
an ice pack on the back of the
neck can decrease stress.
Some colleges such as UCF
even offer Yoga, massages, and
stress management courses in an
attempt to aid students and their
battle against stress.
Stress can be a hazardous
thing to the. mind and .body.
College students and people
between the ages of 18 to 25 are
more likely to have higher levels
of stress because of what is being
asked of them. Between maintaining relationships to school,
stress surrounds everyday life.
Not everyone has the same types
of stress and learning how to deal
,with your own stress is the first
step to preventing stress .in the
future.
"Stress is just a fact of life
we all have to deal with," said
Poland, " unfortunately some of
us get a little more of it than others."
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,· STUDENTS

NOW~ THERE ARE

W.Al'JlTo5E.

OVER 180 WAYS
TO ENJOY
YOUR WEEKEND.

•
•Fully furnished spacious •Individual (private)
3 and 4 bedroom units
. bathrooms available
• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
•refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds

All it takes is one weekend a month and as
little as two weeks a year to serve in a parttime capacity in the full-time Army. In the
U.S. Army Reserve you can pursue your civilian
career. Stay close to home and develop your
skills while learning new ones. The Reserve
offers training in accounting, engineering,
electronics, law enforcement, software analysis,
medicine and more.

• computer lab
• fitness center
• sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
• beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

• Private balconies available
....

• Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines
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Find One of Over 180 Ways to Be
ASoldier at GOARMYRESERVE.COM
or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
Contact your local recruiter.
And we'll help you find what's best for you.

Other Floorplans Available
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FREE HIGH ';SPEED l.NTERNET ACCESS

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the UCF North Gat~!
For More Info Call:
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Clubs and Kinko 's keep student wallets a little fuller
FRoMPAGE6

•
•

•

•

Thursday afternoons to anyone who lives in the area.
theaters offer a student disCar-care companies in the
count, at $5 for night shows.
UCF area offer discounts to
Students interested in· students as well. Don Olson
clubbing can benefit from Tire gives .students a flat 10
their student status. Almost all percent off any services. The
clubs and bars offer college Mobil station on the comer of
nights, with free cover charges Alafaya and McColloch offers
and reduced drinks. The deals $5 car washes on Wednesdays
vary from club to club.
to students.
Students can also visit
Discounts are also helpful
museums with a student dis- for students in need of photocount. ()rlando Museum of copies for class. For students
Art offers free admission on who need to make copies,

Kinko's copies in the UC7
plaza has a 10 percent discount.
Still more student discounts can be found on campus.
The health fee that students pay each semester helps
the Wellness Center provides
discounted prescriptions and
medical treatments .
Also, discounted tickets
to everything from movies to
theme parks are available at
the. SGA ticket center, located

in the student union.
STA Travel, also in the
union, has discounted and reasonably-priced travel tickets,
depending on a students destination.
()ther area retailers give
discounts to UCF students that
belong to student-discount
clubs such as College Club
and Student Advantage. .
Dunkin' Donuts, for example,
gives students a free donut if
they are a Student Advantage· . .
member.

What ·a difference
the train makes!

Students
are able to
purchase
discounted
tickets for
movies and
theme parks
in the
Student
Union.
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·Americans who e-fi/e!
Get your refund in haff the usual, time ~ Wter with Dired DePostt - using IIIS e-fi/e. We'll
prepare your relum and file it with the IIIS elmnically.
It's fa&, accurate, and secure with proof of acceplallce
within 48 hours.

Do you owe taxes? Get the benefits of IRS efile
and delay your direct debit or credit card payment
until April 16, 2001.

FREE electronic filing with tax return preparalion.
Call 407-359-1366 today for an appointment!

•

f'Aflf;, Authorized
IRS
e-file Provider
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_
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BARNOCKY'S ACCOUNl'ING AND TAX SERVICE
81 Nm1hem Way, Suite A·1 •Winier Spings, R. 3ml
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Mom says
t your greens~ ..

•
•
•

Enjoy the comfort and convenience of traveling
with Amtrak® this spring.
·

onECo

tlJ~b:7-~

2 t>Vielo
Oviedo'Marketpla.ce Mall
, (o~ide entrance near
. ~d Bath & Beyond)
, ;'. .;!{~Bug Rd & The
~ · · Greenway (Hwy 417)
" . • 407-359-7028

Student Advantage® Members save 15%* on rail fares to over 500 destinations all year
long, including Spring Break. To join Student Advantage, call 1-877-2JOIN-SA or visit
studentadvantage.com.

•

• •••••••••••••••••••

For Amtrak® information and reservations, call 1-877-632-3788 or visit www.amtrak.com.

10%off

*Not valid on peak weekday Metroliner° or Acela Express'MTrains and Canadian portions of trains operated jointly by Amtrak and VIA Rail Canada,
or on connecting services via non-Amtrak carriers. Other restrictions apply.
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Bring this ad with valid
U.C.F. ID card in to
Chamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace and redeve
10% oJf on your next
purchase. OJfer excludes
pre..cJiscounted merchandise•
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• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
• Natural Yrtamins
• Free Health ConsWtatioos
• Sports Nutrition
• Wtld Weekly Specials
• Bulle Snack Foods
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The day the music died
MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

As of February 12, 2001, a Federal
Court of Appeals has decided to ban one of
the most popular mediuins for the access of
free music over the Internet: a company
known as Napster. ·
Napster is (or was, as is now the case) a
free music provider that allows users to swap
music files (known as MP3, a compression
format for digital sound media) and to download songs from artists. It was designed as a
sort of music forum for people to swap songs
they had found off the Internet or burned
from a CD.
Though Napster wasn't the first to provide this sort of service (other sites such as
MP3.com had long been in use before it) it
was one of the first sites where users were
downloading songs from an official company
without the explicit permission of the artist.
This was the key.. explicit reason why musicians and corporations took Napster to court,
as well as the reasoning for the Federal Court
of Appeals decision.
While the server has not officially been
shut down, the decision by the court implies
that it will be shut down shortly, followed.by
modifications made by the company and then
the reopening of the service for a fee.
While the prevention of downloadillg
copyrighted material was the explicit reason
for Napster's demise (as I will refer to it,
because it has pretty much destroyed the
company), I have a theory (which is pretty
damned plausible) that the music corporations have a grander design in mind. The reason they have now banned Napst.er is not for
justice, but for protection of their own pocket

money ... they wish to make an example of
Napster for any other company that might
dare to offer a free means of getting music.
That way, people will still be reliant upon
purchasing their CDs (shortly after getting
several loans from banks).
It's foolish of the music industry to think
that they will be able to kill downloading of
copyrighted material this easily. Though it is
true that the loss of Napster will get rid of a
dominant amount of the download that
occurred before, there are other means for
attaining music online. New servers, such· a
Gnetulla, are all ready beginning to provide
this service to people, and countless others
will sprout up after Gnetulla is eventually
destroyed.
Or, as another means, an individual can
borrow a friend's CD and then burn, or copy,
it using a CD-R. Or, the songs from the CD
can be ripped using the right programs and
sent via instant messenger service, such as
AIM or ICQ, or through e-mail, or on a discussion board started by various computer
users. Basically, it's impossible for the music
industry to control what people do on the
Internet; if they're not doiqg it on Napster,
they'll do it somewhere else.
Overall, I find it futile for the music
industry to attempt to control the nature of the
Internet; that is, as a constant flow of information that is always changing in nature.
The music industry, in a sense, is being a .
bully ... they're picking on one person
because they feel insecure about their own
nature.
The industry shoulq stop looking at stopping these services of free online music and
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Ranting and Raving
CHRIS HALE
STAFF WRITER_

For my entire life I was told that things
should get done as quickly · as possible.
Which I guess on a time scale is wonderful.
If you get things done as quickly as possible
then you have more time for other
things.Take this for instance. I have some free
time on my hands and I notice that the
garbage needs to be taken out. I have the free
time and the task is simple. If I do it now the
garbage won't stack up things won't get
smelly and we'll be on top of things. If I just
blow it off and sit down to watch T. V. like I
usually do then someone else who doesn't
have the time to waste with garbage will have
to stress themselves out with this pile of, for
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Illness leads to, jail?
A Lake County man, Melvin Sherrod,
was refused release from jail earlier this
month, is still in jail today. Many people are
held in jail every day for som~ reason or
another you say, but this time it is quite different. This man has finished his sentenced
time in jail and is being held against his will
due only to an illness.
The man is infected with tuberculosis, a
disease caused by a.. bacterium called
Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
This is a first that may set an unwanted
precedence. The state allowed to keep you
under lock and keep simply due to an illness
or disease. If Sherrod is infected with this
serious disease why not put him in a hospital or medical care center which can help
him? While I understand the court's con-.
cerns about Sherrod possibly spreading
tuberculosis, they an undoubtedly infringing
upon his constitutional rights.
The county judge believes Sherrod can
not be trusted to obtain treatment for himself, and is using this as one of his primary
reasons for detaining Sherrod.
People walk every street in America
infected with some sort of virus or bacteria
daily.
Lake County: How long will you keep
an innocent man behind bars due simply to
an illness?
Florida's not the only one
You thought Florida was going to hell
in a hand basket did you? Well, it seems
other places around the world are catching
up with the Sunshine State.
A ban on any false or factually incorrect political ad has been proposed by a
·Vermont senator. The fee: $5,000 per
offepse.
Governmental officials
How is it Orlando has a slew of idiots
representing us? Did we actually elect these
people? Oui-vey.
Bob Freeman, a former Orange County
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Quote of the week:
"The most wasted day of all is that during which we have not laughed."
-Sebastian R. N. Chamfort
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Take your ball and go then ...
The Orlando Magic announced Feb. 15
that they warited a new arena. They had
gone back and forth on whether or not to
build a new arena or revamp the current TD
Waterhouse Centre. Rich DeVos has taken a
proposal before the county commission to
ask that part of the tourism tax partially pay
for the new venue. It is ludicrous for us to
give a billionaire tax dollars so that he may
create a new venue to make even more
money for himself. The Magic have even
discussed leaving Orlando if they do not get
a new arena. Leave then I say. The TD
Waterhouse Centre is only 12 years old.
Besides, they don't even fill that arena.
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Gross and tactless
OK, so the swan piece in Feb. 14's
issue of Insipid Thoughts was pretty gross, I
admit. Nothing however is as gross as what
I recently witnessed. A truck, tooling around
the streets of downtown Orlando with eightfoot billboards on its sides around noontime. Nothing gross about that right?
Wrong.
The billboards were covered with photographs of aborted fetuses and other abortion propaganda. Sure, freedom of speech is
a great thing, but at lunch time? Come on. I
won't get into a debate as to whether abortion is right or wrong, I believe it is the
woman's choice, but shoving stuff down
peoples throats in that way is awful.
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Are those eggs in your underwear?
An Austrian tourist was recently arrested for animal trafficking. The man had parrots and snakes stowed away in his luggage
bird eggs in his underwear. The man had
placed the eggs there to keep them warm.
Police counted two snakes, four parakeets
and 21 parrots crammed into two pieces of
baggage. Police say they were tipped off to
the man's animal smuggling by a phone call.
A phone call? You didn't hear 21 parrots
making noise? Surely they were not silent.
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commissioner, is seeking the job of property appraiser. This is all fine and well save the
fact that he can't seem to pay his taxes on
time.
Then there is our newly appointed
Orange County chairman Richard Crotty
and his moratorium on "late night entertainment" venues .... we'll just leave that one
alone for now.
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lack of a better word, crap.
Ok so we've established that things
should get done as quickly.and as efficiently
as possible. Now we come to one small problem in my developmental progress in life.
While I was constantly'being barraged with
lessons of efficiency ·nobody told me that
there should be at least a moment of thought
before your efficiency begins. In other words
I constantly and consistently jump the gun on
everything. I devote my self to one goal and
that's the bottom line, I don't want to hear
anYthing else. And the kicker is when I realize that my "plan" is not going to fly for some
reason or another I'm forced to admit defeat
to everyone who I've told about my little mis-
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Don't lash out
against Napster

•

FRoMPAGE
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should begin ~o look at the problems with their
own structure as corporations. Has it ever
stopped to consider why people were downloading music off of the Internet (other than
the fact that it was free)? It was a result of
their outlandish fees for CDs l When I go into
a store and see a CD with only a few tracks I
want at a cost of $20.00, I'm not going to willingly pay that price ... that's insane. DVD
costs less than that, and with that you get a
whole movie; even certain video games go for
a lower rate than CDs, and both costs way
more than a CD to produce. And rather than
become a criminal and steal the CD, I vouch to
use a free Internet service to download the few
track I want Hey, is it my fault I just want a few
songs off of a lousy CD?
Rather than lash out at companies like
Napster, the music industry should begin to
reform their own structure. If they were to
lower the cost of a CD from the current overly
high prices to a lower, more reasonable cost,
then maybe they_ wouldn't have to worry about
corporations such as Napster. .. they could
even consider such companies to be a free
advertiser for their goods. Until music companies realize the possible benefits, they'll just
have
to continue to be petty and whine whenever someone finds a way to get their music
free. In the mean time, I'm going to go hide
my CD-R, my tape recorder, my IP address,
and my radio, just in case the music industry
gets any more ideas on how to prevent their
customers from enjoying music.

Editorial angers one
Febr~ary
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2001 issue of
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Letter to the Editor

the ' Central
Florida Future, an opm1on regarding
President Bush's term was incredibly
ridiculous. Ms. Katie Giraulo wrote an
opinion on our new President comparing him to our past joke-of-a-President,
Bill Clinton. I would like to start off by
saying, Ms. Giraulo, that Bush was
elected so please stop your crying. It's
over!
Adding on to that I would like to
discuss a few things commented on
about Bill Clinton. Ms. Giraulo, you say
that Clinton meant wonderful things for
American.s, so how do you explain his
"charity funds''from China. Clinton and
his Democrat party accepted hundreds
of thousands of dollars from a
Communist country, illegally, to support their campaign. If you feel that this
was a wonderful thing for Americans
then I really feel sorry for you.
You also commented on Clinton's
success in passing the GATT. First of
all, the GATT is the General Agreement
not the Global Agreement. Second of
all, the GATT was passed in 1947, not
during Clinton's term. Clinton also had
nothing to do with the TWO charter.
The TWO came out of the Uruguay
Round which was a set of trade talks
that started in 1986. Yes, the TWO was
put in act in 1995, but an international
trade organization has been meant to put

in place ever
since the end
of WW 2.
Get
your

facts straight! .
But, MS Giraulo, I do have to agree
with you. Bush does have big shoes to
fill in comparison to Bill Clinton. In
order to even come close to Clinton's
reign, Bush must, befriend corrupt people such as the McD()ugals, force himself unto women such as Juanita
Broderick. grope women in the White
House, Bring Monica back to work, find
a good Secretary of the Interior (such as
Hazel O'Leary) to give out our nuclear
secrets, accept money from a comm&:
nist country like ~ China, appoint the
most incompetent Attorney General
(Janet Reno), invade a little kid and send
bim back to his Communist country
(Elian Gonzalez), take money from the
Riady family in Indonesia while
exchanging favors for that money, pardon people who have had sexual relations with a 15 year old (Congressman
Reynolds), pardon traitors who had relations with our enemies (Iran and Libya}
when our men were taken hostage, lie
under oath, etc., etc., etc., etc., Yes, you
are definitely right, these are big shoes
to fill, but not ones that I would like to
see filled. However I must stop and
laugh, Ms Giraulo, because your bitterness for Bush's victory shows.

Fausto R. Serrano

Lessons of efficiency
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sion. Which in tum makes me feel like a complete ass.
Here's an example.
Last year my car was stolen. I was hell
· bent on finding another. I looked day and night
searching on the Internet, kicking around ideas
and looking up cars that would fit my budget
When I finally found a car that was perfect I, as
you should expect, locked on to the car and did
everything in my power to get that car. I told
everyone and anyone I knew that I was going
to buy that car.
Well I told everyone except the people
who seem to matter the most, my parents.
When I told them they brought my plans to a
screeching halt with one word. That word,
ladies and gentlemen, is one that I've been
hearing for my entire life. It seems that for me
to not hear this word I need to cheat, steal and
lie. That word is no.
To cut out most of the horrible details of
the encounter that followed I will simply say
that I got my butt kicked by the parents. I didn't stand a chance at all. Call me weak but
that's what happened.
So as usual I was forced to tell everyone
that I had convinced (including my self) that I
was getting the car, that I was not getting that
car. My self-esteem dropped and it took a lot of
personal and psychological strength to recover
from that one.
Ladies and gentlemen this means that a
teenager in college is learning that the world
isn't always peaches and cream (like you didn't know that already). You don't always get
what you want and more than likely the odds
are always against you ... even when they seem
to be for you.
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AND GRADUATION TIME HAS COME AROUND AGAIN
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Bookstore
Your on-carnpus Store

The reality of real TV's cheap thrill GRAY
amateur actors, throw in a cheesy
STAFF WRITER
host to keep viewers entertained
by convincing the audience that
After months of reality tele- the cast is constantly faced with
vision programs like Real World, some sort of impending danger
Survivor 1 and 2, and Fox's or heart-breaking tragedy.
newest conception Temptation
The intentions and actions
Island, what thrilling element of these actors are as artificial as
appeals to audiences to keep the surroundings that they are
them watching?
filmed in. Perhaps, the sets have
Viewers tune into these real- become a little grander; a lavish
ity TV programs with such house built for seven, equipped
enthusiasm, it's as if they need to with enough toys and
watch in order to live.
gadgets to keep
I could live a less troubled them occulife if these shows were sponta- pied for
neously axed right off the air, yet six
the rest of the American viewers months
might become a society of dis- of air
turbed people if they didn't get time. Or
their weekly dose of reality TV a tropiprogramming.
cal
The reality of real TV pro- island comgrams is producers have found a plete
with
cost-efficient way to produce resort sty le cabanas,
soap opera quality entertainment round-the-clock entertainment
without shelling out the funds for and a bottomless beach bar. And
make-up, hair and costume a substantial chunk · of the
designers, directors, scriptwrit- Australian outback set up for
ers, and above all, professional .. over-grown children to play
actors.
mock-war games to win money.
These shows consist ·of a
On these reality shows,
cast of average Americans hun- temptations are illusions, rela. . .
gry to jump-start an acting or tionships are superficial, and
modeling career, or to achieve tragedies are staged-events. Yet
their 15 minutes of quick fame, more Americans tune into these
fortune, and publicity. Those programs making them the topproducers that have the least rated programs for television
amount of faith in their casts of broadcast stations.
KRISTA ZILIZI

MATTERS

CHRIS ZAPATIER

American viewers should
STAFF WRITER
ask themselves why they feel
- -compelled to watch these proI make a very poor liberal. I
grams. Are they identifying with
will always prioritize the rights of
these supposed real TV personalvictims over the rights of crimiities.
nals, I don't believe that hardWhat real people intentionworking Americans should have
ally use, deceive and eliminate : to pay taxes to feed the three chiltheir own team members and sodren of parents who cannot afford
called friends to win a silly
one, and I don't believe that
Survivor title and a million doleveryone who qualifies as a
lars? Why would
minority automatically qualifies
real couples
as a victim and has no chance of
travel to
achieving any degree of success
a tropiin life - and should be expected
cal
not to.
island
If I were a b1ack male, I
would angrily resent the politically correct era socially sanctioned
belief that blacks - because of
crawling
their history of oppression in
with single
these United States - fit the bill of
people who are
the aforementioned "victim." I
out to tempt, seduce,
believe that Will Smith, M!chael
and inevitably try to break up?
Jordan, Colin Powell and
How many real people spend the
Kenneth Chenault (CEO of
better part. of their days sitting in
American Express) are testafront of a video camera gossipments otherwise. Another examing, poking fun, and pointing out
ple is the increasingly popular
their roommate's flaws for all of
belief that blacks should be
America to see? Undoubtedly
expected to do poorly on scholassome of these kinds of people do
tic aptitude tests because of their
exist, but do we identify ourinability to comprehend the same
selves with these people in
tough questions that us naturally
everyday life?
clever white folks can.
If American viewers are so
Not long ago I attended a
hungry for reality TV program- ·motivational/empowerment semiming, I suggest tuning into the
nar held at Walt Disney World.
evening news.
Aside from myself and the pho-

tographer, the audience was composed entirely of African
Americans. The keynote speaker
was a slightly somber Reverand
with a poignant message to share:
his speech was a no-holds-barred,
anything but politically correct
assailment on several social
problems plaguing the Black
Community.
He
suggested
straightforward, common-sense
solutions to said problems.
In regard to young, black
males, he preached empowerment through education, imploring them to forsake the cultural
ideology that becoming educated
is tantamount to selling out their
race. He dispelled the idea that
speaking proper English is "talking white," because if verbalizing
in a manner reflecting intelligence is speaking white, what
does that mean speaking "black"
is? His final suggestion for the
advancement of young AfricanAmerican males in society was to
avoid liquor and drugs and stop
killing each other.
, His mantra for young ladies
was just as simple: Degree,
career, marriage, then children.
Although bis words echoed my
thoughts and feelings verbatim, I
was glad that he had spoken
them, because any non-black person expressing those same sentiments would have been making
racist statements rather than
speaking unabashedly.
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lntrodticing Sprint PCS Voice Command~
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There, that's one thing off your hands.
works on any
Sprint PCS Phone
ca/1500 people just
by saying their names

•

three simple ways to
update your address book

Just say a name and the phone does the rest. Now you can get and dial phone numbers simply
by speaking naturally into your Sprint PCS Phone~ It's a convenient, powerful new way to store
and access all of your important numbers, and it works on any Sprint PCS Phona.
FREE! Get Sprint PCS Voice Command free with a service plan of $49.99 or more and a one-year
Sprint PCS Advantage AgreementsM - for a limited time .
And, as always, you can count on crystal-clear calls, thanks to the only all-digital, all-PCS
nationwide network built from the ground up, serving more than 300 major metropolitan areas.

The clear alternative to cellular.SM

Sprint PCS®
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To find out more or to order your phone with free delivery, visit
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ORLANDO
Herndon Village Shoppes
5024 East Colonial
(On East Colonial,
one mile west
of Semoran Blvd.)

-=$-Sprint Store
Tltel'CSC..

Also available at:

•
/;;'I The Sprint Store At

•

~RadioShack.

ORLANDO
Promenade at Florida Mall
(Comer of Sand Lake.Rd.
and Summer Day Ln.. one
block east of South O.B.T.)

SANFORD
209 Town Center Blvd.
{Across from the mall)

WATERFORD LAKES

* NEW LOCATION
885 North Alafaya Trail

(on Alafaya Trail,
2 miles south at Hwy 50)
{407) 658-3280

Sprint Communications Stores:
Altamonte Springs
(407) 862-8400

Ocala
(352) 690-6467
Kissimmee
(407) 390-8000

Electronics Depot

International Cellular, Inc.

Millennium Radio Communications, Inc.

(407) 884-1881

Advance Paging

Cell Comm Plus

(407) 831-6339

(407) 251-7677

First Class Communications
(407) 438-8990

(407) 599-5222
Magic Tron
14071 649-9787

(407) 783-8606
Wireless Works
(407) 482-2730

(407) 931-2468

Cell City CommunK:ations. Inc.

OCOEE
West Oaks Square
9440 West Colonial
(On West Colonial,
one mile west of
Good Homes Rd.,
across from the mall)

(407) 522-1622

Action Beepers. Inc.

•

www.sprintpcs.com or call 1-800-480-4PCS. Or shop at one of the locations below:

Dillards

Sprint PCS.. Voice Commandsu is offered free when a one-year Sprint PCS Advantage AgreementSM is signed and a plan of $49.99 or higher is selected. A $150 early termination fee applies to the Sprint PCS Advantage Agreement. After the one-year Sprint PCS
Advantage Agreement expires. Voice Command will be invoiced at $10 per month, unless the customer cancels the feature or renews the Advantage Agreement. This Voice Colll{lland offer is available from January 14 to March 31. 2001. Availability of Voice Comf)'land
depends upon capacity in the service area and consumer demand. All plans subject to credit approval. A nonrefundable $34.99 phone activation fee applies. except in select affiliate markets. Sprint PCS Voice Command is available on the Sprint PCS
Nationwide Network and is not available while roaming off the Sprint PCS Network. Airtime and applicable long-distance charges for a call completed from a Sprint PCS Phone™ that is dialed using the Voice Command feature begin when the customer presses or
activates the TALK or similar key (including the## keys for making subsequent calls) and end when the call is terminated by hitting the END key or by returning to the Voice Command platform. If the customer initiates and completes a subsequent call without leaving the
Voice Command platform. a separate charge for that call will begin from the time the previous call was terminated. Calls to 911 or similar emergency numbers cannot be placed through Sprjnt PCS Voice Command. The customer needs to dial 911 on his or her Sprint PCS
Phone in case of an emergency. Sprint PCS Voice Command is not available in select affiliate markets. ©2001 Sprint Spectrum L.P. All rights reserved. Sprint. Sprint PCS. Sprint PCS Phone and the diamond logo are trademarks of Sprint Communications Company L.P.
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Fourteen authentic Mardi Gras floats travel for
ten blocks in the nightlr parade.

Stop and reflect for a
moment: we are so lucky to live
in this town. Orlando, Florida
is entertainment's mecca.
People from all over the world
flock here to experience that
which we residents often take
for granted. With this in mind,
some attention should be paid
to Universal Studios and
Islands of Adventure, two
theme parks that are giving that
tired old mouse a run for his
money. These parks have rides
and events that are tailor-made
for college-age folk, especially
those looking to party. For this
next month, Feb. 16 - March
17, Universal is hosting its ~th
annual Mardi Gras soiree. So
quit whining about having
nothing to do, and check out

what's happening at "the biggest;
longest-running Mardi Gras celebration outside of New Orleans,"
happening right in our own backyard.
Every night of this 30-day long
celebration is brimming with
brightly colored decorations, a 14float parade, a concert, an abundence of cajun food and music
and drinks all night long.
Purple, green and gold tapestries and flags cover the buildings
all over Universal Studios to make
things seem more festive. The
sounds of New Orleans jazz music
and smells of spicy cajun food
waft through the park to set the
party mood. Stands located at
various points sell alcohol to those
responsible drinkers 21 and older.
This is remarkably similar·to what
Mardi Gras is like in the Big Easy,
or so I'm told.
The nightly parade winds
around for ten blocks and consists
of 14 authentic floats designed by Patti LaBelle displayed her astounding vocal abilNew Orleans-based Blain ("Mardi. ities to a huge crowd of fans at last Saturday's
Gras") Kem, whose company has show.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Mass on Ash Wednesday,
Feb.28,Noon
Student Union Ballroom 21 SAB
Fr. David Scotchie
(407) 657-6114 x 226
davsco@catholicweb.~om

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-c~m

Street performers like this one throw much coveted beads to the masses
during the parade and help keep people company during the concert.
been doing this for almost 70 years. Probably the most famous_part about this
yearly celebration in the bayou, besides the crazy drunkenness and nudity, is the
beads. Universal gives away millions of shiny colored strings of beads by throwning them from the floats in the parade--just don't lift your shirt to get' more of them
or you could be asked to leave. Walking alongside the floats are stilt-walkers in
costumes ranging from tuxedos to bird h~ads and feathers to only a bikini giving
away dubloons and more beads.
This past Saturday night Patti LaBelle performed at 8:30 p.m. This diva from
days of old wowed the crowd for an hour and a half. The liighlights of Miss Patti's
show were her duet "On My Own" with her back-up singer John Stanley and her
karaoke game with a few audience members. She made them take turns singing
Mystikal's "Shake It Fast." Throughout the eager crowd, the costumed .entertainers from the parade danced around with various guests and made people laugh
with their wild antics. Some of the other interesting outfits seen in the crowd were
men in ballerina outfits, court jesters, tiki dancers and women with powdered wigs
and elaborate ball gowns.
Despite all of this, the only nights that are really worth checking out are
Saturdays when they offer a "just Mardi Gras" ticket for $25. This gets you in to
Universal from 7 - 10 p.m. to see the parade, the concert and to enjoy the food and
drinks. Some of the upcoming Saturday night big name performers include the
Village People, the B-52s and Blues Traveler. Unless you have a year round pass
or are willing to pay $3'8 (that's with the $10 student discount one can get with an
I.D. and a label off of a bottle of Coke) to enjoy the park all day and then stay for '
the Mardi Gras party in the evening. Saturday night's deal is the best way to check
out all of the festivities on a student's tight budget.

WHAZZZUP?
Come visit with us at "Preview SMU" to learn
more about medical school opportunities at
St. Matthew's University School of Medicine.
Call 800-498-9700 to reserve your space at a
location near you. To register on line, visit our
website at: www.stmatthews.edu

2001 PREVIEW SMU DATES:
Orlando, Fl- UCF Campus-Feb. 24th at 12:30 p.m.
Miami, Fl-Mar. 10th at 1:00 p.m.
New Orleans, LA-Mar. 24th at 1:00 p.m.
Arlington, TX- Aprll 7th at 1:00 p.m.
New York, NY-Aprll 21st at 1:-00 p.m.
San Francisco, CA- May 5th at 1:00 p.m.

----

•
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r------------------------------0 APPLICATIO FEE!
Bring Tllisl
~------------------------------She Ate My Food!

.

I

Hel' Boyfriend Won't Go Home.
/

/,
't Do The Dishes!
He Won

Ready For the Real World?
REAL APARTMENTS!

407-282-7333

Quality Apartment Living
407-275-8950
2 Bedroom I 1 Bath Apartments_
Starting at $575
• Rent Includes Water I Sewage
• Door to Door trash pick-up
•Screened patios I balconies
• Outside Storage
• Swimming Pool
• Entertainment Deck
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts
• Basketball Court I Sand Volleyball

Model Available
Call today for your tour!
407-275-8950
2501 Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL 32826
2 Miles South of UCF Campus

UCF students
make room for
drum and bass in
Orlando
\

LISA CERICOLA
STAFF WRITER

UCF students Melissa McAvoy and Kevin Harrell don't only
love electronic music, they have made it their mission to develop
a scene for drum and bass and jungle music in Orlando.
Over the past year McAvoy, a marketing_major, has developed
Jungala, a "mobile distribution unit" that sells drum and bass
records, incense and other products. She runs her business mainly
over the Internet and she also sets up shop at different music events
·
and concerts.
McAvoy met Harrell, also known as DJ "Circle K" in 1999 at
EhJay's, a local club that has since shut down. Harrell was a resident DJ at the club during its longest span of weekly drum and
bass shows, and the two shared a mutual passion for the music.
Like its name, drum and bass is a style of electronic music that
relies heavily on beats. McAvoy describes it as a constant heavy
bass line with a fast snare line going through it.
"You could also categorize it by beats per minute. Hip hop
would have about 90 beats per minute, but drum and bass has
about 180 beats per minute," she said. "Because the beats are so
fast, you can dance fast or slow ·a nd tune into whatever you want
to hear."
Harrell and McAvoy knew that drum and bass music wasn't
exactly thriving in Orlando, but both wanted to develop a scene for
it in the community.
Since there wasn't a place for them to go to, they created their
own event---"Torque," a night of drum and bass music held every
Monday night at The Haven in Winter Park.
Torque is now the only drum and bass weekly in Orlando, and
is drawing crowds of about 130 people each week, including students from UCF, Full Sail and Rollins College. But the show wasn't always so popular.
"Sometimes in the beginning, it was just us, but we didn't ever
close the doors," said Harrell. "It's been nice to see the progression
of our night and watch people discover drum and bass."
With its pool tables, full bar, dartboards, couches and dance
floor, The Haven seems like a lot of other local clubs. But Torque
offers music lovers a club experience without all of the frills of
downtown nightlife.
"At other clubs, it seems like people are just there for dating
purposes, looking to book up. Our crowd is just about the music.
You don't see a lot of fancy clothes, people are just there to dance
and have a good time," he said.
County Chairman Rich Crotty's proposal to thwart drug use by
temporarily banning dancing at any new club in Orlando bothers
both of them.
"Blame is getting placed on the wrong shoulders," said Harrell.
"Tbese·club.nights are 18 and up, and it's their own choice whether
they want to do drugs or not. Club owners should not be punished
for their judgments. These laws are hurting the chances for a full
grown underground culture to develop."
Harrell, who wants to promote and throw events as a career
takes Crotty's proposal very ~seriously. "I've wanted to do this all
my life, I enjoy seeing people have fun. When they..make laws discouraging danci.iig at clubs, it's really lik~ shattering my dreams."
McAvoy thinks more undercover police offi.cers and searches at
club doors- would do a better job at deterring drug use, although
Torque has not had any serious problems with drug use.
"There is a lot less drug use in the drum and bass scene. I think
it has to do with the music's roots. If you're a Jungalist, it's more
about being positive and not using drugs to enjoy the music," she
said.
The latest project behind Jungala is a new record release due in
mid-March off the independent Jungala label. The album, 001 will
feature songs by DJs Glitch and Stereo Stonntrooper.
Live performances are held every Monday from 10 p.m. to 2:30
a.m. at The Haven, located at 6700 Aloma Ave. at the comer of .
Aloma and Forsyth.
Special guest DJs are also featured throughout the month.
UFO!, a popular record producer and DJ .will perform at The
Haven on Feb. 26.
For more details, check out Jungala's official website at:
http://www.jungala.com

-
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Ac'CENT

.im

Only

s5I 988

loaded w/standard features

10 YEAR, 100,000 MILE
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
5 YEAR, 60,000 MILE .
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!
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New '01

-Only

ELANTRA
auto, a/c, stereo and more!

s9J 9 8 8

•

2 GREAT LOCATIONS· SAME LOW PRICE
PICK THE ONE CLOSEST TO YOU!
BOB

DANCE

HYUNDAI

407-322-1792
All Prices After Factory Rebate and Owner Loyalty Incentive. Plus tax & Tag Subject to prior sale.
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BOB

407-578-5337
,
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Winners

And The Raee Is On...
~nd Losers 'ln 'T'his Year•s

Oscar

'1fominations

•

MARK CARO
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Here are some of the winners and losers from
Tuesday's Academy Awards nominations:

•

..

•

If the public
and
industry
so
Loser: Cameron Crowe. Actually, getting a best original can
screenplay nomination for Almost Famous is nothing to enthusiassneeze at; nor is two of his stars, Kate Hudson and tically
Frances McDormand, lariding in the best supporting gobble up
actress category. But given its prior nominations from this subtithe Directors and Producers Guilds, Almost Famous tled mar- .
seemed positioned for a best picture nod and tial-arts
Crowe's first best director nomination. Alas, the fable, they
.probably have an appetite for more. Serve them up.
Academy's Baby Boomers couldn't deliver.
est weekend gross ever, and the biggest for an R-rated
movie. He had a good week. ·

Winner: Steven Soderbergh, the double-threat director'
of Erin Brockovich and Traffic. Not even Francis Ford
Coppola snagged two best director nominations when he
placed two films in the best picture category in 1974 for
The Godfather Part II and The Conversation, probably
because then it was against the rules. Michael Curtiz
received two
best director
nominations in
1938
for
Angels
With
IJirty
Faces
and
Four
IJaughters, but
only
Four
IJaughters
earned a best
picture nod.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Loser: Robert Zemeckis. Like Soderbergh, this director
landed a potent one-two punch at the 2000 box office,
but his Cast Away collected nominations just for actor
Tom Hanks and sound, and What Lies Beneath got nothing.
Winner: Ridley Scott. His Gladiator led the field with
12 nominations. His Hannibal opened to the third-high-

Winner: Miramax. Placing Chocolat in the top
category extended the distributor's streak of best
picture nominees to nine years. Credit again must
go to Miramax's aggressive, free-spending Oscar
campaign tactics; you couldn't open a Hollywood
trade publication or sign onto a movie Web site
without encountering an ad for this cinematic trifle.

Loser: The summer. Not one movie released between
Memorial Day and Labor Day received a nomination in
a major category.
Winner: Chinese/Hong Kong cinema. The 10 nominations for Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, including
best pictilre, should give an additional boost to the newly
crowned foreign-language box-office champ in the U.S.

Losers: Comedic performances. Renee Zellweger and
George Clooney won the top Golden Globe acting
awards in the comedy/musical division but were ignored
by Oscar voters, who prove year after year that they
believe that true acting rarely cracks a smile.
Winners: Chicago filmmaker Tod S. Lending, whose
documentary Legacy was nominated for best documentary feature. Other Chicago-connected nominees: Joan
Allen (best actress, The Contender), John Logan (original screenplay, "Gladiator") and Eric Simonson (documentary, short subject, "On Tiptoe: Gentle Steps to
Freedom").
Losers: ThirteenDays, Finding Forrester, The House of
Mirth, Remember the Titans, Nurse Betty and
Unbreakable, all of which got shut out.

•
•

m·

We treat you h91_lestly. .'
We listen.
We offer no-hassle, no-haggle buying.

•

n1

Visit us and you'll see why Saturn of
Orlando is a different kind of company!
Also-, check out our wide selection -of
certified, pre-owned cars, t-rucks & SUVs
with finance rates as low as 7. 9% with
approved credit.

Recently J.D. Power
and Associates ranked

Credit issues? We can help you.

even edging out the luxury brands .

•

L-Series leases start at $249. 00 amonth, 39 months, zero down +tax,
license,fees due at signing. L-Series financing as low as
1.9% APR, for 36 months with approved credit.
Saturn of Orlando
Casselberry
407.767.2022

Saturn of Orlando

Saturn of Orlando

Kissimmee
407.933 .1700

So. O.B.T.
407.438.2020

www.saturnoforlando.com

A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY. A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.
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Rainer Maria define the
term "down to earth. " When I
found myself talking about the
joys of shoe shopping at Tl
Maxx with Caithlin De
Marrias, I knew this was a
band that was not jaded by
their well-deserved fame.
Kyle Fischer (guitar, vocals)
is very friendly, the most talkative of the group. De
Marrias (vocals, bass) is a bit
more reserved and has a lovely smile. William Kuehn
(drums) was busy attending to
the equipment for most of the
interview, but he is also a very
nice guy.

going to take music to a full-time level.

So what is touring really
like?

Kyle: We're really happy
with it.

Kyle: It can be as exciting as
you would expect, but it can
also be really boring. You
could be on the road for 5
hours, which can be really
boring. There's a lot of waiting when you're on the road.
You really have to learn to
pace yourself and readjust to
each new setting.
Caithlin: You need to have a
lot of patience.

But what about the boy bands making
millions of dollars? What do you think
about that?
Kyle: As far as pop music goes, the really overproduced stuff is still appealing.
Britney Spears isn't trying to be authentic in any way; it's just pop music for
pop's sake. The stuff that really annoys
me is the music that's posing as authentic. What is that band we hate? Oh, Creed.
And what was the other one?
William: Lifehouse ...
Kyle: Yeah, that's it.

Response for the new album has been really positive. How do you feel about the end
product?

Anything you wish you
could have done differently?
Caithlin: I wish we could
have spent more time on
vocals, because that's my
favorite part. But something different might have

lndic band Rainer Maria an
pap 11usic. s1newritin1 and
thejays arsbac sb1ppin1
LISA CERICOLA
STAFF WRITER

happened if we hadn't been working our
hardest, trying to get it done.

(To Caithlin) Your vocals seem so much
more solid and confident. Do you think
that's just a natural progression or did
something change as you made the new
album?
Cathlin: All the touring helps. And working
with
Mark
Haines,
he's
such a good
vocal coach. He
bas an excellent
ear. We could
have
spent
hours retaking-~
vocals to get a
perfect pitch,

but he would choose takes with more
emotion over those that sounded technically better.

What is the songwriting process like
for Rainer Maria?
Kyle: It's very collaborative. It usually
works one of two ways. Sometimes
you'll get a fresh idea and it just comes
together and that's always really exciting. Other times you really have to
work with a song and pour your blood and
sweat into it and it may take weeks. Two
songs off the new album, "Ceremony" and
"Save My Skin" actually started off as one
song. We saw that it wasn't coming together
so we found a break in the music where we
split the one song and developed it into two.

What direction do you think the band will
be going in musically?
Kyle: It's hard to say because songs are just
really beginning to reveal themselves now
that we're playing them live every night.
We're inspired by a lot of the bands we play
with. I'm curious to see where it goes. We'll
have to wait and see what happens.
Caithlin: I just let things happen. I know they
will turn out great in the end.

•

Is there a particular show
that you would consider
your best?

•

Kyle: Probably a recent show
we had on this tour at the
Bowery Ballroom in New
York. I guess that would be
my favorite in terms of sounding our best.

And there's got to be a show
that you look back on as
your worst...
Caithlin: Our worst show was
probably on our first tour ever.
We were playing a show at
this
guy's
house
in
Mississippi. Kyle was jumping around as we were playing and hit his head on a low
beam in the house and nearly
got knocked out. After the
show, all the kids took up a
collection for us, and we were
paid with 7 dollars and 4 cigarettes.

What bands would you like
to open for?
Caithlin: Oh, there's so many!
I think I would like Blonde
Redhead, just so I could hear
them play every night.
Kyle: Playing shows with
Mike Kinsella has always
been great. And Joan of Arc.

What has it been like working with Polyvinyl Records?
Kyle: Matt Lunsford and the
people from Polyvinyl are old
friends of ours. Th~y've
always been really up front
with us and they're great to
work with.

A more serious question: do
you think it's possible in
today's music industry to
maintain an indie sound and
philosophy about making
music and still be profitable?
Kyle: I think you have to have
work hard and have an independent work ethic if you're

•

•

Bring your

teaching degree to

Ii
In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teactting environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with...open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach or visit ~ur.webs!te at.www.calteach.~om.

•
-•
•
•
•

Coll!petitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

left Coast. Right Job.SM
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Crossword

1

ACROSS
1 Pittall
5 Pippin or Rome
10 Home of Iowa
State
14 Fuel-line element
15 Sharply defined
16 Stellar blast
17 Jot
18 Rocky watercraft
19 Residue
20 Hollywood
hopefuls
22 Field of action
23 Big top
24 Mall happening
26 UAE constituent
29 Fishing.boat
33 Chicken caller
34 Sandra or Ruby
35 Fury
36 Favre' s flock?
41 Arborof
Michigan?
42 Regret
43 Gold bar
44 Come back in
47 Vocations
49 Verdi heroine
50 Nursery rhyme
opener
51 Prepare for the
bout
54 Liveliness
58 Ringer
59 Spicy Mexican
dish
61
vera
62 Feed the kitty
63 Atelier stand

64 Pocls_et bread
65 Crude cross
66 ·Mild expletive
67 Tarot interpreter

© 2001
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11
12
13
21

22
24
25
26
27
28

30
DOWN
1 "_ Gun for Hire"
2 Underground
development
3 Movie dog
4 Partridge perch ·
5 Stress
6 Nebraska river
7 Writing tools
8 Thai Buddhist
9 Before, to a bard
10 A Carnegie

31
32

34
37
38
39

40
45
46
47

Additional
All tied up
Epic tale
Master
Chicken/king
connector
Part of a
procedure
Zone
Ventriloquist
Bergen
Seine tributary
Goddess of
peace
Feudal lord
Blooper
Takes ten
Anil or woad
Engendered
Nimbus ~
Approximately
Patellas
caught redhanded
Soft metal
Like a snake
ready to strike

48 Blacksmiths'
51

52
53
54

blocks
Ski lift
City on the
Truckee
Choir part
Passport

Student Director
Cinema
concarls
cunural Aris
Dance Marathon
Popular Enlerlaiament
P1blic RelaUons
s1e111ers
Special Events
Spectacular Knights
Video Producuons

endorsement

55 Nastase of the
nets

56 Carryall bag
57 Calendar length
59 Average grade
60 Shrew

111 IPPlicauons will be available Feb 21st.
.CAB s11den1 Director -PPlicaUons
are die March 9th.

IPPlicalio-s .for all other oosmons
are due March 28th.

For more info, call 823.6471,
or come by the Office of
Student Activities at
215 Student Union.-

Graphic Dlsign

•

Funded by Activity and Service ~ee as allocated b
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LEAD STORIES
--Among the problems uncovered in November
Detroit News investigation of the city's firehouses
was the absence of a central system of flashing
alarms or bells to notify stations when 911 calls come
in. Rather, each firehouse is equipped with a dotmatrix printer with a lead weight resting on the paper
feed on a table and tied to a switch that activates a
bell on the wa11; when the 911 operator sends a message to the firehouse computer, the "print" function
automatically engages, moving the paper feed up,
dislodging the lead weight from the table, and tripping the switch, which triggers the bell. Detroit Fire
Commissioner Charles Wilson told the News that
there are no plans to replace the 15-year-old system,
in that it seems to work pretty well.
-- Even though "nonlethal" military firepower
might satisfy nations' needs for war, without loss of
life, some experts counsel against developing such
armament, fearing that such sophisticated weapons
might spook Iraq and other countries to - step up
development of the lethal kind. According to a
December report iµ New Scientist, feasible nonlethal
weapons include a dust that would put everyone in an
area to sleep (or in a mellow state); bombs dispersing
microbes that eat up enemy rubber tires or eat up
storehouses of oil and gasoline; and bombs that
would suck up oxygen in ~ area to disable automobile or aircraft engines.
-- Barry and Rhonda Conrad filed a formal, prelitigation complaint against Hendricks Community
Hospital (Danville, Ind.) in February for mishandling
the body of their stillborn son last April. The grieving
couple had wanted to view the body (and have it
examined to help learn the reason for the stillbirth)
before it went off to a funeral home, but according to
the complaint, hospital employees mistakenly left it
in with the sheets to be laundered, and by the time the
Conrads could see the body, it had been washed,
bleached and dried.
Update
-- Brian Boone, 29, on probation since June in
Lincoln, ill., for attempting to abduct a child (and
written up in News of the Weird last year for his penchant for collecting used socks from teen-age girls),
was sentenced to 30 days in jail in November following his disorderly conduct conviction for asking two
teen-age girls to give him the gum they were chewing
by spitting it into a cup for him. He said he needed it
to fix a flat tire. (His probation requires that he stay
away from minors.)
First, Do No Harm
-- Testifying in January in her lawsuit against Dr.
James Tyhurst, Jill Gorman joined four other former
patients who said that psychiatrist Tyhurst pressured
them into sexual master-servant relationships, which
included spankings when she was disobedient
(Vancouver, British Columbia). And in December,
Vermont officials ordered practice restrictions on surgeon Frederick Lord for 11 serious incidents in an
11-year period (e.g., operating on the wrong body
parts), including one resulting in death and another in
a patient's becoming a quadriplegic (Windsor, Vt.).
And according to January testimony, a 65-year-old
man died at a Hong Kong hospital last year after
being left poorly attended because Dr. Chau Chaklam failed to write "acute" angina on the patient's
chart because, as he later testified, he did not know
how to spell it in English.
Great Art!
-- In November, the San Francisco Chronicle art
critic remarked that the center of American art
seemed to have relocated from New York to the West
Coast and that no event demonstrated that more than
the recent Christie's auction of contemporary art in
New York City, in which a 1990 fiberglass male mannequin sculpture by Los Angeles' Charles Ray, featuring genitalia copied from the artist's own, sold for
$2.2 million. ·
-- According to a September dispatch from
Havana, the troupe of seriously overweight ballerinas, Danza Voluminosa, is gearing up for its 12th performance in four years, the Greek tragedy "Phaedra,"

a

which it will execute emphasizing arm movements
and stretching, while avoiding traditional big jumps.
Said one performer, "The world needs things that
break conventions of beayty."
-- Performance artist David Leslie's show in
October in New York City consisted of him putting
on headgear and boxing gloves and inviting audience
members to try to knock him out, with any successful patron awarded $1,000. "I'll be covering up," he
said, "but people will have, like, 15 uninterrupted
shots at me. (l)t'll be cool." In a 1988 stunt, Leslie
jumped off a five-story building onto a small cushion,
to get "close to that kind of (life-threatening) peril. I
just love surviving it."
Can't Possibly Be 'Irue
-- New York City writer William Adrian Milton,
59, and his doctor told reporters in January that his
recent CAT scan revealed to his complete surprise
that he had a bullet in his head. Searching his memory, Milton recalled a 1976 incident in which he wandered too close to a fight on a loading dock, heard a
noise, and was knocked down. He said he staggered
home bloody and went to bed, but failed to seek medical treatment because the bleeding soon stopped and
the remaining lump was consistent with being hit by
a brick. Milton said he'll leave the bullet there.
-- Police in Bangkok charged Japanese businessman Yukio Tatsuka, 50, with the attempted murder of
his son in November in what they say was a plan to
eliminate him from the family because of his aggressive behavior. According to police, Tatsuka brought
the 19-year-old on a holiday to Bangkok to show him
"the best time of his life" so he wouldn't feel so guilty
about killing him. A police colonel said Tatsuka
might have mellowed just a little during the excursion, but when the son began scolding the father
anew, Tatsuka grabbed his gun and allegedly shot the
boy in the neck.
Least Competent People
-- In January, Daniel F. Everett, 38, was charged
with-disturbing the peace after he allegedly pulled
down his pants in the busy first-floor lobby of the St.
Louis County Courthouse and photocopied his buttocks. >From his position atop a machine, he had
made two copies and was working on a third when
Clayton, Mo., police officers arrested him. According
to witnesses, Everett beseeched the officers: "What
did I do? What did I do?"
Undignified Deaths
-- A 46-year-old woman was killed in September
in Molalla, Ore., when a 2-ton concrete wall collapsed onto the portable toilet she was using. And a
64-year-:0ld man was killed in Reno, Nev., in January,
found underneath several hundred pounds of old
newspapers that had been stacked to the ceiling
throughout his house. And at the airport near Luanda,
Angola, in January, an out-of-control airplane managed to land safely, sparing the fives of all seven on
board, but its erratic path caused a fatal collision with
a pedestrian who was relieving himself too close to
the runway.
Also, in the Last Month ••.
-- British pro soccer player Rio Ferdinand' went on
the disabled list with a strained tendon caused by
having his leg propped up for too long on his coffee
table while watching the Super Bowl on TV (Leeds,
England). A fistfight broke out in the middle of a
highway funeral procession when a 20lyear-old
motorist became angry that he had to wait for the line
of cars to pass and began yelling vulgarities and
tossed a bottle at a car full of mourners (Florence,
Ala.). The fire department had to rescue a 67-yearold man when the ground over his septic tank caved
in and trapped him inside the rusty container for
nearly an hour (Warwick, N.Y.) An 8-year-old boy
was suspended for three days under a school's "zero
tolerance" policy, for pointing a piece of breaded
chicken at a teacher and simulating gunfire
(Jonesboro, Ark.)

(

(

Come in today and top our delicious
Top Sirloin with your favorite
American flavor:

SOUTH PHILLY
LOUISIANA PEPPERCHAR
GRILL
Tll

CAROLINA PIT BBQ
All steaks are served with garlic
mashed potatoes, a seasoned vegetable
medley and toasted garlic bread.

I

(Send your Weird News to
Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box 18737,
Tampa, Fla. 33679)

.
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T.E.A.M.
Dear Sexpert,
I am in a major pickle here. In the middle of last
semester I saw a girl walk by me, and it changed my
life forever. I have never seen anyone as gorgeous in
my life! Ever since then I have had the largest crush
on this girl I don't even know. The more I talk'about
her though, the more people realize they know her
somehow. They all say she is a great person, and I am
a great match for her. There are a few problems
though...I have only seen her a few times walking outside; therefore I can never find her. The biggest problem is that I have a .severe phobia of talking to girls I
like that I don't know-especially Uris one because I am
absolutely enthralled with her. What can I do?
stuck!, 19

-rm

Do 101 have what it takes
to be ...

Well, we all have a fear of talking to people of the
opposite sex that we like, but here's the deal. You like
this girl a lot right? And your friends say that you two
would be a great match, right? Then don't let a phobia
stop you! Just talk to her. Start off by asking her questions to get a conversation going. Since you guys wuuld
make a good match, I'm sure that you have something in
common so go from there. If you are nervous about it,
practice on random strangers. Just go up and start talking to them. I know it's ·not the same as talki,ng to her, but
it might get some jitters out before your conversation
with her. The other problem about finding her is not really hard to solve, just ask the people that know her where
she hangs out. Or, if you have tons of time, you can just
go to places you saw her before, and she'U pop up again
soon enough. Take my advice and follow through on this
because if you don't find and talk to her you wiff regret
it. That's not really something you want to let happen,
because then you'll be left with nothing but "what ifs"
and "maybes." Just do your best and whatever happens ...happens. Don't worry, things will work out. Just
have confidence in yourself and you will be able to talk
to her. Thank you for writing in and good luck!
Dear Sexpert,
I don't know what to do. I'm with this girl and
when it's great-it's great but, when we argue (which is
a routine thing), .it's like someone dropped an atom
bomb on our relationship, and then we fight for days.
What should I do?
-Anguished, 20

•

•

Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities,
Student Union rm. 215.
Application Deadline: March 23, 2001
•

For more info call (407) 823-6471
•

Funded by lhe Activity &Service Fee as Alocated by The Studer4 Govenma-4 Ai;soc;ia1ioo.

This problem is one that everyone can relate to. We
have all had relationships that have been love/hate to
some degree. Arg_uing is a natural part of a relationship;
you have to take the good with the bad. When arguing,
ask yourself questions like: What are we arguing about,
why are we arguing about it and is it worth it to argue?
In other words, dissect the arguments to see if they are
actually even worth fighting about. If you can successfully do this I guarantee that most of the arguments you
had in the past that lasted for several days will not even
happen now, instead they will seem silly and unneces~ary:
Choose your battles wisely because fri~ndly
. debates can be a great way for both parties in the relationship to get their point across about something. But
mindless bickering will destroy any bond you had in a
heartbeat. I hope I have been able to help and good lu~k.

It wasn't that kind of date...
It wasn't that kind of date .. .
It wasn't that kind of date .. .
It wasn't that kind of date.. .
It wasn't that kind of date.. .
It wasn't that kind of date...
It wasn't that kind of date.:.
It wasn't that kind of date ...
It wasn't that kind of date.. .
It wasn't that kind of date.. .
It wasn 1t that kind of date.. .
It wasn't that kind-

FELIX
by
Steve McCain
@2001

...

CD Playel! ·
®.

'jKIM LINDQUIST·

*

STMiEWR!'.]:Elt

The movie lasted in the theatres.for about two;.seconds:
I guess audiences didn't take the "bait". But that doesn't
mean thatthe soundtracksucks as well. On the contrary. it's
definitely a CD fo consider adding to your tollection.
Release(.:} on Sept 12, 2000, the music on the Bait soundtrack ca:tr;f)e·compared to the more widely known Save the

Last Dance soundtrack, combining fast hip-hop with mellow R&B. The first track on.the alburrds the spicy '1Free'1
by Mya, who has been spotted on TRL lately with the
video. It was one of the first singles released off of the
album, being released s1rnultaneonsly with ''WhyMe?,'1 a
har~ driven rap ttack done by Cuban Link and Fat Joe. If
you don't know -w;~o these guys are, just think of DMX and
you got it. Thesetnay be the only two songs audiences IDf!Y
recognize off this album. All of the other songs are little
known, but done by big artists. One of these artists includes
Nelly, who performs the track "Icey" along with the St.
Lunatics. This is most likely the .best song to come off of .
"Bait," sounding like what you wquld expect from the St.
Louis native - "EI." 'Country Grammar," etc. Trick Daddy
alsomakes an appearance, rapping out the_self-explanatory
track ''Can't F*ck With Me." Other great songs found here
include 'v:t:ook The Bait" bY. Scai:face and ''You Can Get
That'' by No Question. There are about four tracks in the
middle of the CD all sung by female rap artists, which
makes for an interesting lineup. There are,only two lemons
in this whole mix that will make you want to hit the skip
1

button. One of these is "Take It There" by Donnell Jones, a ·

slow R&B song that doesn't quite fit in with the mix.
Another boring track is "I Love Being A Gangsta" from
Major Figgas. With those exceptions, this CD is definitely
awesome.

Grade: A-

~

NSU

NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

va. ~outheastem University's Master of Occupational
iapy Program can help you reach your goal.

Work with nationally recognized faculty
Build clinical, critical thinking and leadership skills via our innovative curriculum
Be exposed to multiple practice arenas and
employment opportunities
Study in a state-of-the-art educational facility
amidst palm trees and sunshine
Earn enrollment into our Doctoral Programs
in Occupational Therapy

For more information, call (800) 356-0026, ext. 1101 or (954) 262-1101 or
visit us on the Web at www.nova.edu/cwis/centers/hpd/ot/index.html
Nova Southeastern University Occupational Therapy Program
3200 South University Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33328
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY ADMITS STUDENTS OF
- ANY RACE, COLOR AND NATIONAL OR ETHNIC ORIGIN
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Place your ad.today! 407-977-~009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

•

HELP WANTED
,,
•

Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www campusfundraiser.com
Struc~ral Engineer: Entry
Level duties include preparing
calcs, plans, jobsite visits &
client contact. Fax resume to
HB Assoc. 407-740-7900.

Seeking self-motivated, enthusiastic
individuals who are seeking management
experience in the sales field. Generation X
welcome! Contact Jason 407-301-4616.
jpondiscio@earthlink.net
Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Morni11gs,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-366-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.
MS ACCESS Programmer Needed
Contract work
ASP knowledge a plus
Contact david@lutz-sanfilippo.com
david@lutz-sarrfilippo.com
FUN, ENERGETIC people needed ASAP.
Flexible part time or foll time available.
Willing to train. Earn extra income, call
1-877-419-0862.
Part time jobs now available.
Now hiring marketers in the UCF area.
Call Justin for more details.
(407) 701-7806

TRAIN TO BE A SWIM lNSTRUCTOR
SwimKids USA is now hiring Swim
instructors. FT/PT, Weekdays and Weekends
available. May through September. Only
mature, professional and responsible need
apply. Knowledge of Swim Strokes and good
working with children a must. $10/hr and up.
Call 407-245-9587 for interview or apply on
line at www.swimkidsusa.com
Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return yo.ur phone
call ASAP.
AutoCad Technician:
Experienced for Structural
Department. Excellent growth
opportunity. Fax resume to
HB Assoc. 407-740-7900
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please'Call
407-678-8191.
RECREATION COUNSELOR - City of
Maitland - Must pass Department of Children
and Families (DCF) screening requirements.
Possess DCF certification or begin DCF training within 3 months of employment and complete the training within 15 months of employment. Possess certification in First Aid and
CPR, or obtain within three months of
employment. Starting salary $7.00 to $7.50 an
hour (based on experience), plus paid benefits.
Apply to: City of Maitland, Personnel
Department, 1776 Independence Lane,
Maitland, FL 32751. Position opened until
filled. EOE M!FIDN D-F-W

FREE RENT - in exchange for help with
horse ranch in the Oviedo area. Prefer experienced, female. Call 407-365-9866 or
407-415-6695

Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/month to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath
house. Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.

Off-Campus Student Resource Center
If you are a student looking for a place to
stary, to sublease, or find a roommate, visit us
on the Internet at htqr//welcome to/osrc/ or
call 407-823-6505. You can visit us on campus
at the Student Resource Center, room 140.

MISC.

DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile
DJ of the Month by DJ Tunes Magazine.
Formals, Parties, Weddings. Visit
DJCARL.com to hear MP3 mixes and see
videos. Call 407-306-8010 today!

HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer. Call Sam at 407-230-8038 with info.

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
'ls it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
: your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - ReasQnable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

SERVICES

CLUBS
UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

1990 Toyota Corolla For Sale. Excellent NC,
very low miles. White w/ grey int., great condition. Very reliable, must sell. %$2,900 obo!
407-381-0445

Simplify Your Life!
· We offer a wide variety of services - ranging
from total home cleanings to even the dreaded
yard.chores and personal errands.
Weekly/Biwee'kly & Saturdays available. Call
Scot or Erin Walker for an affordable price
quote today. 407-677-9618. Proudly serving
throughout the UCF community. Excellent
References available.

FOR SALE - DRAFI'ING TABLE WITH
MACHINE. Like new condition. Excellent
for student or home office. $395 obo. Call
407-862-1208 to inquire.

l>rowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized oo,unseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203

Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

WEBSITES, WEBSITES, WEBSITES
That's what Skybiz.com has for you!
For only $100 a year, get a site that can "net"
you $$$ ! Visit www.skynary.com/jona2/go
Contact me: mail2jona@aol.com

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # 1 selling
brand of skin care and _color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver. 407422-8848
1978 Datsun/Nissan 280Z - Restored. New
inline - 6 cylinder engine with 17k miles.
Asking $6,400 obo. 407-673-8813.

ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.com

SCHOLARSHIPS
:,: ' NEED MONEY FOR'.GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVA1LABLE! Contact
Major Nicj Coddington UCF Anny ROTC
(407) 823-5383.

SPRING BREAK
JAPAN !
SUPER AIRFAREfIRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

ROOMMATES

University Writing Center
Because Writers Need Readers
Hours of Operation
Monday- Thursday
8:00 a.m.
Friday
8:00 a.m.
Sunday
2:00 p.m.

Trip-Op: .
Amsterdam BarcrJpna
Berlin Brussels,
Dublin London Nl~rid
Paris Rom~I

UNBEATABLE
PRICES!

10:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Phone: 407.823.2197
Location: MOD 608 Behind the Communications Building
http://reach.ucf.edu/---uwc

PACKAGES INCLUDE:
• Student .roundtrip airfare
• Accommodations
• Airport transfers

.and Travel Card*
• Camera. document
organizer. discounts, -i
guidebooks. maps
and more

1
:
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Hot shooting from Cooks has helped Golden Knight offense
FRoMPAGE32

PBOl'O BY DAVID MARSTERS

W"dh a 4·2 rec~rd this spring and an upset of No. 45 UAB, the UCF men's tennis
team is moving doser 10 becoming a nationally-ranked team. Tlae Golden Knights
will now play three TAAC matehes to try to secure a hisfr TAAC tournament seed.

was supposed to be doing. Now, I see her
telling other people where they're supposed to
be going. To me, that's her maturing and
becoming the type of player I knew she could
be."
That leadersl;rip has landed Cooks a fairly
regular spot in the starting lineup. Her offen'sive output of late is not what Striegler is most
impressed by, however.
"The thing I think I'm the most proud of
her for though is her defense," Striegler said.
"She has been playing great defense, which in
the game on Thursday night (against Stetson),
led to half of her offense. She got about three
steals that led to layups at the other, which
were easy points for her."
Cooks said that the defensive changes
were the biggest adjustment she had ·to make
from the junior college level to Division I.
"In junior college ~e didn't press, but
now we press here," she said. "It's my first
time pressing in years."
Thr~e-point shooting has always been a
specialty of Cooks and she has shown that as
of late. Against Campbell on Feb. 3, she
scored a career-high 21 points, hitting six of

nine from behind the arc. On Feb. 10, Cooks
almost matched her career-high when ·she
scored 20 points, this time going six for 11
from three-point range.
After her career-high performance,
Cooks said she was overcome by her emotions.
"I was too emotional because I didn't
know I had hit that many three's," Cooks said.
"I had shot six three's and I looked at the book
and I had 21 points and I said 'Whoa."'
She wanted to beat teammate Adrienne
Billings career-high of 30 points, but wasn't
able to do it that night. But that's not stopping
her from trying again.
"I'm going to break it," said Cooks.
In order to tum the season around Cooks
said that the Golden Knights, as a team: are
going to have to go out every night ready to
play. She thinks that if the team comes out
ready to ,play, executes the offense and plays
good defense, they should win a lot of ball
games. Her offensive intensity won't hurt
either. Cooks said all it takes is for her to hit
a couple of shots to get on a roll.
"Once I'm on, I'm on. Once I start feeling it, I've got to shoot."

Shape Your Future in Health Care
as a Doctor of Chiropractic
•

If you want to help people get well and stay well.

•

If you want to work independently as a self-employed
chiropractic physician
·

•

If you want to achieve the financial success

...

<

commensurate with your professional standing as a
primary care physician

•

lf you want to- establish your position in the community
as a well-respected Doctor of Chiropractic
If any of these criteria match your professional
aspirations, please contact Logan College of
Chiropractic, todav!

1-800-533-9210
www.h>gan.el.!11 • logi11Dadm@log1111."du

1851 Schoettler Road, Chesterlield, MO 63017
An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education
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desire
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1nug?
Co. . .e?
Te•?
HotChocol.._?

VVhlch ever you choose,

/~s

FREE/

Jeltmiah·s Plac~
MARCH2

from B P.M. until Midnight in the
Student Activities Center
(between Student Resource Center and
Student Resource Auditorium).-

Everyone is welcome.
Uve Mualc, CD give.ways, video games, and board gllnleS.
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tournament, shutting out the
Beaners 2-0 in the first round,
and defeating BCM 3-1 in the
semi-finals. J.J Whitson, John
Martin, and Michael Jimmerson
led the Balls with strong play
throughout the tournament. 15
teams competed in this year/s single elimination event, which was
triple the participation from a
year ago.

'
JEFF DOLNACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

B.R. Balls kick down the
Monkeys
for
Kickball
Championship
The B.R. Balls put on a
strong defensive effort as they
edged by the defending champions, The Monkeys, 3-1 in the second annual Intramural Kickball
Tournament.
"I haven't won a kickball
game since third grade, but I had
the time of my life," said Tony
Agolini, a member of the Balls.
Defense was the name of the
game for the B.R. Balls, giving
up a total of two runs the entire

Pi Beta Phi rolls Dirty South
for the Women's Kickball Title
Adrian Summers led Pi Beta
Phi with four runs scored, as they
cruised to an easy 15-3 win over
Dirty South in the Women's
Final. A full seven inning game
was played to determine the
champion.' Pi Beta Phi broke the
game open in the second inning,
scoring five runs. Strong defense
held down Dirty South, allowing
only a single run in the first and
two in the fourth. The game was
put away in the fifth, as Pi Beta
Phi put together another strong
inning by scoring six runs. Jill

Douglass and Falyn Greenberg
also helped lead the way in the
victory.
~hannon
Golden
claims
Racquetball
Singles
Competitive Title
Shannon Golden, representing Delta Upsilon, captured the
Racquetball Singles Competitive
Championship with straight set
wins of 15-11 and 15-3 over Jim
Melnick in the finals. Golden

Eve Wildermuth

showed no signs
of weakness In
the second day of
single elimination
play, not losing a
single set. A total
of 14 players
competed in the
Competitive tournament
which
was held at the
Valencia
Community
College
East
Campus on Feb. 2-3. Golden's
victory gained 30+ points for
Delta Upsilon in the IFC standings.
Steve Rubin Runs Into Little
Resistance For Rec Title
Steve
Rubin
defeated
Wagner Rabel Jr. in straight sets
15-9, 15-5 for the Recreational
Racquetball Title. Rubin went
undefeated in the round-robin
tournament on day one, and did
not lose a set during in the semifinals or Finals ... Eve Wildermuth

Cat Stevens

"In Search of the Center of the UniVerse"

r

Yusuf Islam, once the rock star Cat Stevens and now a Speaker,
Author, Educator, Humanitarian, and Artist will give a talk

Monday, February 26th

..

.~

University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL
Pegasus Ballroom, 1st FL of the Student Union
Time: 7 - 9 PM

won the Women's Division with a
best of three set win over Jessica
Hoffman 21-16, 15-21, 21-15 ...

In other news ...
Intramural Softball sign-up
completed with a total of 60
teams, which was the maximum
the league could hold. Games
will begin on Feb. 20... Intramural
Soccer and Volleyball have concluded their seasons ... check out
future articles of the Intramural
Comer for a complete wrap-up of
the Finals!

Arnold beats out
Hartley for . top
individual honors
FROMPAGE32

first day, giving them a sevenstroke lead over Miami going
into the second and final day of
the tournament. Rollins shot a
307 the first day, and Florida
Southeastern, which finished
fourth overall, shot a 309.
UCF's next tournament is
the Sun Trust Lady Gator
Invitational in Gainesville on
Feb. 23-25. That tournament
will include tough teams from
the Southeastern Conference,
but Fjelstul is excited about the
experience.
"It's going to be a real
gauge as to where we stand
right now," said Fjelstul about
playing in the Lady Gator
Invitational. "Any time that we
can compete .against, or beat,
the bigger named schools, it
adds credibility."
The Knights have a chance
to do just that. If Arnold,
Hartley, and Gundersrud continue to improve, UCF will be
competitive with the nation's
best teams.

"You may be wondering why a rock star who had everything decided to come down from the ,
stars, put his head on the ground, hang up his guitar and say goodbye to that kind ofworld. .. "
·.·--'<!~~".'.":':O'h~:".~"""

..... ,£

,_..._.-~

·---,'··-~~~~
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l10n1meJB ~CJ

Announcing his latest Double Album Release
"A is for Allah"

~;~!~

"'~: ~
~<{Central Flori4~: ~

'.@ '

1i~;p~ture is your o'fl(IJJ' ;

Admission is free and open to the public.
Call 407-273-8363 or email iscf@aol.com or
for more information visit
· www.astrolabepictures.com
Food will be served (seating is limited)

Organized by:

C-.•. strolabe
.

PICTU8ES
..........
·

-~

~

.et ......

"

~~~,online source for

UCF recruitment
news.
Log on to
.·.·. . ·.
' ·www. UCFfuture.coiii
for this and more
UCF sports.

<
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YIU CAN'T ESCAPE

Rice, Wake Forest top Golden :
Knights at tournament
FROMPAGE32

seven· innings. Reliever Abe
Gonzalez gave up.one run in the
.eighth. inning and Zach Sutton
pitched a scoreless ninth.
In the first game of the
tournament for UCF, the Golden
Knights had some bad luck in a
6-5 extra-inning loss to Wake
Forest. In the 12th inning,
Demon
Deacon
Jamie
D' Antona's single to right field
took an unusual carom off the
bullpen padding as the ball
escaped Summers in right field,
allowing Jamie Athas to score
the winning run from first base.
Wake Forest scored in the
first inning off Josh Hansen's
sacrifice fly to left field, but
UCF evened the score in the
second by virtue of an
Ehrnsberger home run.
The Golden Knights scored
runs in the fourth and fifth
innings to take a· 3-1 lead, but
Wake Forest took the lead in the
bottom of the fifth inning with
three runs.
Fox doubled to start the
seventh inning for UCF and was
brought in later on an Adam
Hanson balk. D' Antona homered to left field in the seventh
inning, giving the Demon
Deacons a 5-4 advantage going
into the ninth inning. Fox led off
the ninth with a double. After
Mike Myers flew out, shortstop
Jeremy Kurella drove Fox in
with a single to left-center field
to send the ga_me to extra
innings.
Paul Lubrano relieved
Golden Knight starter Justin
Pope in the eighth inning and
threw 4.1 scoreless innings
before yielding back-to-back,
game-ending singles in the
12th. Ryan Lewis (1-0) was the
winning pitcher for Wake Forest
in relief. Lubrano (1-1) took the
loss.
Earlier in the week, UCF
picked up ~mother win over
Bethune-Cookman, beating the
Wildcats 12-1 at Jackie .

Robinson Ballpark in Daytona
Beach, Fla. Freshman left-hander Burt Clark made his first
collegiate start for the Golden
Knights, and made the best of it
by throwing five innings of onehit ball to earn the victory.
Clark (1-0) allowed a first. inning double, and then retired
the next ten batters he faced. In
relief of Clark, Justin Cerrato,
Mark Smietana and Gonzalez
combined to shutout B-CC over
the final four innings.
Bethune-Cookman scored
first when Sharbel Torres
knocked in Micah Simmons
with an RBI double to left field
in the first inning. UCF
responded with two runs in the
second inning and one more in
the third. The Golden ~ghts
put the game away in the top of
the ninth as Frost hit a grand
slam to left field, the thirteenth
grand slam in UCF history.
Frost finished the game with
five RBis. Kurella went 3-for-4
with two doubles and two runs
scored. Summers connected for ·
two hits, and Ehrnsberger added
two hits and three runs scored.
Bergman moves up
career victory list .
UCF coach Jay Bergm~n
moved into 27th place on the
all-time Division I coaching win
list with the Golden Knights'
18-2 victory over Purdue last
week. Bergman now has 927
career victories, one more than
Indiana coach Bob Morgan.

Hitter of the Week: Jeremy
Frost
.The junior catcher hit two
home runs last week, including .
the 13th grand slam in UCF history.
Pitcher of the Week: Burt
Clark
· The freshman left-hander
won his first collegiate start,
throwing five innings of one-hit
ball to beat Betlittne-Cookman.
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MBA in
Management:

. f!~igned

for individuals who

f:'ltto take a leadership role

Jthe area of sport
' lfOanagement.
l,'j

l'

Taught by professionals who
· "are industry leaders .

.... ,,,., . ,,i!L w ...,,.
5

··• Offers access to internships in
sports organizations throughout
North America
• The only AACSB-accredited
MBA in Sport Management
degree in Florida

PHOTO BY JASON,KOKOTOFF

Catcher, Jeremy Frost, Golden Knig~t's hitter of the week.
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From the Sports Desk
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UCF upsets No. 45 UAB, falls
to #63 Georgia State
The UCF men's tennis team
upset
No.
45
AlabamaBirmingham, 4-3, and Florida
A&M, 4-1, Friday to reach the
final of the Seminole Spring
Tournament hosted by Florida
State at the Scott Speicher
Tennis Center.
The Golden Knights started
out the day losing the doubles
point to the Blazers. In singles
action, senior Federico Camacho
came from 1-3 down in the third
set to defeat No. 71 Andre van
der Merwe, 6-3, 5-7, 6-3, at the
No. 1 position to tie the match at
3-3. Moments later, sophomore
Augusto Sanabria clinched the
upset victory for tl~e UCF, outlasting Sanzaruz Zaman, 4-6, 62, 6-4, in the No. 5 slot.
UCF lost its second doubles
point of the day to Florida A&M.
The senior and sophomore combination of William Guerin and
Sanabria gave the Golden
Knights an early 2-1 lead in singles play. Guerin beat Brandon
Jones, 6-1, 6-0, at No. 3 and
Sanabria needed only 55 minutes
to finish off Karnau Murray, 6-1,
6-2, at No. 5. Catalin Bradu
recorded UCF' s third point
against the Rattlers, defeating
Kareem Bennett; 7-5, 6-1, at No.

5, before freshman Gabriel
Strangberg clinched the match
with a 3-6, 6-1, 6-2 win over
Lenin Mongerie at No. 2.
In the finals, UCF lost a 4-3
thriller to Trans America Athletic
Conference rival Georgia State.
The Panthers, ranked No. 63
in the nation, took the doubles
point in dramatic fashion. Tied at
1-1, Chris Stewart and John
Monk saved four match points to
defeat UCF's freshman and
sophomore combination of
Catalin Bradu and Augusto
Sanabria, 9-8, at the No. 3 position.
The Golden Knights took a
2-1 lead in singles action, after
quick wins for Bradu and
Sanabria. Bradu dispatched fellow freshman Miha · Lisac in
impressive fashion, 6-2, 6-0, at
No. 3, and Sanabria defeated
Stewart, 6-2, 7-6, at No. 5.
Once again the lead would
change. Georgia State's freshman Albano Franco held back
senior William Guerin, 6-1, 7-6,
at No. 4, and Nicolas Lupica
fought back from a 7-5, 5-1
deficit against Ryan Winter at
No. 6, to give the Panthers a 3-2
lead, after scoring a 5-7, 7-6, 6-3
victory.
Freshman
Gabriel
Strangberg rallied to beat 2000

All-TAAC performer Pablo
Perez-Gras, 4-6, 6-4, 7-6, pushing his Seminole Spring
Tournament record to 3-0 in the
No. 2 slot. Strangberg came back
from deficits of 2-4 in the second
set and 2-5 in the third set before
capturing UCF's third point on
the day.·Georgia State sealed the
win after Carl Lumsden outlasted Federico Camacho in a tough
6-1, 2-6, 6-4, encounter at the
No. 1 position.
With the loss the Golden
Knights drop to 4-2 on the season and 1-1 in TAAC play.
UCF returns to action on
Feb. 21 when it hosts TAAC foe
Stetson at 2 p.m. at the UCF
Tennis Complex. The Golden
Knights hold a 15-4 advantage in
the all-time series with the
Hatters.
U CF women get rained out
The UCF women's tennis
match with No. 74 AlabamaBirmingham
rained
out
Saturday. The match has not
been rescheduled.
The Golden KQ.ights, ranked
No. 53 in the latest national poll,
return to action on Feb. 20 when
they host Trans America Athletic
Conference foe Jacksonville at
the UCF Tennis Complex. Match
time is set for 2 p.m. UCF is 16-

0 in the all-time series with the
Dolphins.
UCF women's track grabs
seven Top-10 finishes
The UCF Women's Track
and Field team earned seven
Top-10 finishes against a field
that included athletes from No. 7
Texas at the prestigious Sooner
Indoor last weekend.
Sophomore LaTricia Firby
continued her success in the
triple jump, landing a leap of
12.07 meters (39' 7.25") for second place. She also placed sixth
in the long jump with her jump
of 5.37 meters (17' 7.50"). Sonja
Shedden also earned a secondplace finish in the 3,000-meter
run. Her time of 10:04.32 was
two seconds short of the school
record she set last week at the
Cannon Indoor Invitational.
Junior transfer Jamie Pew had
three Top-10 finishes on the day.
She placed ninth in the shot put
with a mark of 11.56 meters (37'
11.25"), and in the} 60-meter
high hurdles with a time of 8.86,
recording a personal best that is
one second away from the record
set last season by Corliss Cade.
Pew also placed 10th in the 200meter dash in 26.16. Her sister,
Kellie Marzetta, finished 10th in
the 60-meter high hurdles with a

time of 8.91. The UCF women
have one indoor meet left to
qualify fo~ the NCAA championship meet, set for Mar. 9-10 in
Fayetteville, Ark. The Golden
Knights will not compete this
upcoming weekend in order to
train for the Nike Fast times on
Feb. 28 in Gainesville, Fla.
Five players to miss spring
practice due to academic
probation
Five players, including starting quarterback Ryan Schneider,
are on academic probation for
spring football. But instead of
entirely being stripped of all 15 ·
days of the spring, a university
committee has ruled the players
can practice on Saturdays, giving
them more time to devote to their
studies. UCF only has three
Saturday practices scheduled.
Joining Schneider as
Saturday-only players are tailback Alex Haynes, defensive
tackle Larry Brown, wide receiver Luther Huggins and comerback Damani Fagan. Fullback
Andrea} Curry could also miss
some of spring practice because
of academic problems. Each of
these players is expected to make
major contributions to the UCF
football team in the 2001 season.
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goes for quality, not quantity at receiver position

fall. He is a 6-foot-6, 220pound tight end, who runs a 4.6
and
has
good
hands.
With the . graduation of Rivals.com rated Johnson the
wide receivers Tyson Hinshaw No. 81 tight end in the nation.
and Kenny Clark, the UCF As a senior, he had 30 catches
football teall). will lose 39 per- for 611 yards and nine touchcent of its offensive production. downs and was named AllThe duo also accounted fqr 48 State, All-County and Allpercent of the team's total District.
receptions and receiving yards
"(Johnson) can play widefor the 2000 season.
out or tight end in my opinion,"
While UCF coach Mike said Kruczek.
Kruczek focused heavily on the "Very successless glorious positions of offen- ful young guy
sive and defensive lineman, who
was
linebackers and defensive ends recruited
by
for this year's recruiting class, Clemson,
he did sign two tight ends and Arizona, South
two wide receiver outs, one out Carolina
and
of high school and a junior col- opted to come
lege transfer.
to us."
At tight end, the Golden
In Lundy, the Golden
Knights signed Darcy Johnson Knights will get a late bloomer
from Palatka High School and who has good hands, but
Matt Lundy out of Orlando's expects to make gains through
Cypress Creek High School. his blocking ability. Lundy, 6With Johnson, UCF gets a ver- foot-5, 230 pounds, caught 23
satile athlete who could split passes for 330 yards and three
out at wide receiver, and with touchdowns last season and
Lundy, the Golden Knights get was named All-County, Alla player who could beef up and District, and All-Metro. He will
eventually move to the offen- likely redshirt his first year.
sive line.
"The upside on him is his
Johnson will join his for- great verticalness at 6-foot-5,"
mer teammate at Palatka, cur- said Kruczek. "He can grow to
rent UCF tight end Mario_ be quite a large man and if it
Jackson, when he enrolls this doesn't work ~mt at tight end,
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

he's tough enough to move while compiling eight intercepdown inside. I really feel he's tions on defense. He ·was
going to be an asset blocking named All-State and All-Area.
"How fast he plays
and catching the football in this
offense."
· depends on how fast he picks
The Golden Knights will up the system," said Kruczek.
have two new wide receivers on "This is a very gifted kid. Plays
the roster next season in Al tremendous basketball, great
Peterson and Doug Gabriel. body control, can catch the
Peterson comes from Alachua' s football and run. We' 11 have to
Santa Fe High School and wait and see. I like big
Gabriel is a transfer student receivers. I want big, tall kids.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Now we've
"Oohnson) can play wideout or tight got smaller
receivers in
end in my opinion. Very successful
Capers and
young guy who was recruited by
Huggins and
Clemson, Arizona, South Carolina and McGriff, but
you
need
opted to come to us."
some
big,
- UCF football coach, Mike Kruczek
vertical guys
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.... to get the ball
who enrolled at UCF this to."
If Kruczek does decide to
spring.
-Peterson was the last mem- redshirt Peterson, Gabriel will
ber of the 2001 recruiting class · look to be productive amidst a
to sign with the Golden group of young receivers in
Knights, but has the potential to Jimmy Fryzel, Tavaris Capers,
prove he was worth the wait. Luther Huggins, and Britt
Although he will probably red- McGriff. Gabriel will have an
shirt next year, this 6-foot-2, advantage over the 26 members
192-pound multi-sport · athlete of the 2001 signing class, as he
is expected to fit well into is already enrolled at UCF and
UCF's offense. Peterson is a can participate in spring pracbig receiver, reminiscent of tice, while the rest of the class
Clark, and runs a 4.4. As a will have to wait until the fall.
"(Gabriel) will play this
senior he made 32 catches for
688 yards and six touchdowns, season," said Kruczek. "He will

be productive in this scheme.
How fast he learns this scheme
will obviously dictate how successful he is and the amount of
touches that he '11 get at the
football. He's a very motivated
young man, studying what we
do. So I'm looking forward to
really watching him. He can do
a lot of things with the ball in
his hand on the short game,
making people miss, and taking
it the distance."
The most experienced
receiver on the team next year
will be Tavirus Davis, who will
be a fifth-year senior. He was
third on. the team last season
with 34 catches for 445 yards
and three touchdowns. Jimmy
Fryzel, who will be a junior
next year, finished the year second on the team with 36 catches for 606 yards and three.
touchdowns. Mario Jackson,
who will also be a junior next
season, was the only Golden
Knight tight end to record a
reception during the 2000 season. He had eight catches for
101 yards. The addition of
Johnson and Lundy will add
some much needed depth at the
tight end position and the addition of Peterson and Gabriel
will make the wide receiver
core even deeper and more
competitive.
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LEGAL HELP LINE
Get Knowledge and make your decision
based on facts, not assumptions

•Personal Injury

• Criminal Law

1 Medical Bills
2 Lost work time
3 Vehicle Damage

1 Misdemeanor
2 Felony
3 DUI Charges

call 24 hrs.

1·800·770·4664
No Fees or Costs if ~ere is no Recovery
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision. Before you decide to
hire the lawyer to whom you are referred, ask that lawyer for written
·information about that lawyer's qualifications and experience.
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STAFF WRITER

While most of the attention for this year's football recruiting class was paid to defense, UCF still
looked to improve its offense. And similarly to the
defensive class, bulk was the chief asset acquired.
With only one fullback on the roster, the Golden
Knights signed two in Dee Brown and Andreal
Curry, as well as running back Keith Williams. UCF
also gained the services of quarterbacks Andrew
Harris and Brandon Sumner.
Brown is an interesting sign. At 5-foot-11, 238
pounds, he is the son of former NFL star Jerome
Brown. A superior athlete out of Hernando High
School in Brooksville, he spent some time in minor
league baseball. He also played some linebacker in
high school, recording 130 tackles. But he made his
mark at fullback, rushing 1,030 yards and 14 touchdowns his senior season. Tennessee and Miami
recruited him and according to Bill Buchalter of the
Orlando Sentinel, has all the tools of a top-level fullback.
Out of Hillsborough High School in Tampa,
Williams is a prospect whose contribution will likely come in time. He is 5-foot-10, 190 pounds, and
signed some time ago with UCF over perennial
powerhouses Miami and Florida State. Williams is a
versatile. running back who rushed for 1,421 yards
and 21 touchdowns as just a junior. He was also a
preseason high school All-American who returned
kicks" and competed in track and baseball. He runs a
4.42-second 40-yard dash.
"(Williams) is a young man who could possibly
redshirt and give us a lot of years of productivity,"
UCF Head Coach Mike Kruczek said.

Harris is one of the most curious prospects of
the 2001 recruiting class. A superb athlete with tons
of potential, the 6-foot-2, 215-pounder played on
both sides of the ball at Northeast St. Petersburg
High School. He runs a 4.5, and while playing quarterback ran and passed for a combined 1,086 yards
and 6.0 yards per carry. But he also made a great
impact as a hard-hitting safety, another position he
could play at UCF. Still, he was chosen second team
All-State as a quarterback in his junior season and
will get the chance to prove himself here.
"I promised (Andrew) he could get his chance
at playing quarterback," Kruczek said. "I don't think
he had a lot of coaching at that position. He's a raw
kid that can run, has a strong arm, and an idea of
how to play the position. He's a kid that can play
anywhere but wants an opportunity to play quarterback and we 're going to give him that chance."
Curry (6-2, 240) has already transferred to UCF
via Milford Prep in Connecticut. Originally a product of Astronaut High School, he is likely to get a
significant chance at playing time coming out of
junior college. However, he has been declared ineligible for spring practice due to academic probation,
and will be unable to join the team until the fall
semester.
_ Sumner originally committed to Georgia Tech
but opted to leave. Because of this he will not be eligible for the 2001 season, but he will have the
opportunity to learn the system in spring practice
and have five remaining years of eligibility. Coaches
hope he can be an athletic option at quarterback who
can run the football.
"(Sumner) has to develop more body size and
get a little bit strong," said Kruczek. "But he's got
what you want."

UCF hopes to improve defensive backfield
"Peter's our best athlete,"
said Astronaut coach Randy
Hallock. "Peter can do anyGoing
into
National
thing. You could line him up.
Signing Day for football
·under center and he could play
recruits, UCF had many prioriquarterback for you. I mean,
he's_just that skilled of an athties. Defense was at the forefront of these, in particular
lete. He played everywhere
for us. To be honest with
size on the defensive line.
But the Golden Knights
you, I think he's the best
also looked to add depth to
football player coming out
of here this year. He's a
their defensive backfield.
Digging into both the
steal. He could play for anyjunior college and high
body."
school ranks, UCF has
At comerback, UCF inked
Omar Laurence out of Largo
brought in some potentially talented players to fill
High School. Described as a
in the gaps.
playermaker by
Jamie
With the graduation
Newberg of Border Wars, he
of Damian Demps and
too chose UCF over
Tommy Shavers, holes at
Clemson. At 5-foot-11, 175
both safety positions have
pounds, he played a variety
_ of positions in high school
been created. The team
intends to fill that with
and has tremendous speed.
Butler
Community
Coaches hope for him to be a
College transfer James
factor in the secondary in the
nearfuturebutisacandidate
Cody. At 6-foot-l, 210
pounds and three years of
to redshift this year.
The Knight also signed two
remaining eligibility, he is
expected to· make an
junior college cornerbacks
immediate
impact.
earlier this year, including
Originally out of Naples
Terrance Bell from Dodge
City Community College in
High School, he recorded
56 tackles and a teamKansas
and
Carlos
PH~ BY DAVID MARSTERS Thompson from Southwest
leading four interceptions
at Butler CC last season, Safety Peter Sands from Titusvdle Astronaut
Mississippi
Community
helping his team to make High School has a chance to play as a true fresh- College. Already enrolled at
UCF and participating in
the Empire State Bowl in man next season.
New York.
Miami. At 6-foot-4, 200 pounds, spring practice, both should
"(Cody) can play pass," he can cover a lot of territory play significant roles next seasaid UCF Head Coach Mike with his big body; evident in the son and could eventually
Kruczek. "He has the athleti- 117 tackles and four intercep- become starters.
cism to play two deep and play tions he recorded his senior sea"We felt like we had to add
man. He supports the run very son. A great athlete, he also par- to our talent on that side of the
well, a very physical kind of ticipated in basketball and track football. These guys are going
guy that you like in the sec- as a high jumper. If able to learn to be in the depth, playing, and
ondary."
the UCF defense quickly, Sands be here in the spring time,"
Kruczek said.
UCF also continued to dig has a chance to play this year.
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER
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UCF bulks up offensive backfield

into the well of players coming
out of Astronaut High School,
signing safety Peter Sands. An
All-State player and heavily
recruited prospect, he chose
UCF over Clemson, Southern
Cal, Marshall, Kansas State, and
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Women's Basketball Notebook
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

UCF splits two conference
games
The UCF women's basketball team split two Trans
America Athletic Conference
games this week. The Golden
Knights beat Mercer on
Thursday, 61-55, but lost to
Troy State 72-70 on Saturday.
Against Mercer, the Golden
Knights led by one point at
halftime. UCF came out of the
locker room and went on a 7-2
run, and the closest the Bears
came the rest of the game was
five points.
The Golden Knights only
shot 39. l percent for the game,

but out-rebounded Mercer 4131. Adrienne Billings recorded
her third double-double of the
season, leading all scorers with
20 points and 10 rebounds.
Nicole Dunson scored 10 points
as the only other Golden Knight
to reach double figures.
Despite shooting 45.6 percent from the field and 41.2 percent from three-point range, the
Golden Knights lost a close
game to Troy State on Saturday,
72-70.
UCF led at halftime 35-32,
but was outscored 40-35 in the
second half. Missed free throws
and second-chance points
seemed to be the demise of the
Golden Knights. UCF shot only
57. 9 percent from the free

throw line, while TSU shot 73.9
percent. The Trojans also tallied
12 second-chance points compared to zero for the Golden
Knights.
Freshman guard Nicole
Dunson scored a career-high 23
points, shooting five of nine
from three-point range and nine
of 14 from the field. Junior
Lanetra Cooks had 14 points
and Freshman
Marvelous
Washington scored 10.

per
game.
Dunson led the
team in scoring
through much
of January, but
the
slump
dropped
her
down to third
place.
Golden
Knights look to
bounce back
against FAU.
The Golden Knights travel
Dunson continues offensive ' to Florida Atlantic Saturday to
play the Ow ls for the second
prowess
Freshman guard Nicole time this season. UCF won the
Dunson broke out of a four- first meeting at home on Jan. 6,
game scoreless streak on Feb. 8 76-69.
_ In that game, five Golden
against Stetson. Since then, she
has been averaging 14.2 points Knights scored in double fig-

PBOfO BY ADAM SWVER

ures. Khaliah Guillory, Billings
and Washington each had 12
and Erin Paige and Dunson both
scored 10.
FAU is~urrently 3-12 in the
TAAC and is coming off a 9488 loss to Mercer. UCF is 6-9 in
conference play and coming off
a 72-70 loss to Troy State.
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Men's Basketball Notebook
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Men's basketball drops into tie
for last in TAAC
The UCF men's basketball
team fell into a tie for last place
in the Trans America Athletic
Conference, with two losses last

week. The Golden Knights are
now 3-13 in TAAC play, tit<_d with
Campbell for the worst record in
the conference.
On Saturday, UCF lost 69-60
to Jacksonville State, extending
its losing streak to eight games.
The Golden Knights have now
lost 11 of their last 12 games.
UCF was only down
one going into halftime, having shot
46.4 percent fromthe floor. In the second half the Golden
Knights shot 44.4
percent from the
.field, but went scoreless for the last 3:44
of the game following a Mario Lovett
free throw. Despite
shooting well from
the floor, UCF only
shot 43.8 percent
from the free throw
line.
Three
Golden
Knights
reached
double figures in the
loss. Paul Reed
recorded his sixth
double-double of the
season, scoring 17
points and pulling
·down 10 rebounds.
Mario Lovett had 13
points and five
rebounds,
while
freshman Stephen
Graham scored 10

points.
On Thursday, the Golden
Knights lost to Samford ·in an
overtime battle. The Bulldogs
outscored UCF 41-28 in the first
half, but the Golden Knights
fought back in the second half,
outscqring Samford 33-20. In
overtime Samford pulled out the
72-71 victory.
Freshman Kevin Lee led
UCF with 14 points and Reed
was the only other Golden Knight
to reach double figures with 10.
Freshman Joey Graham added 10
rebounds.
Reed records sixth
double-double
Senior center Paul Reed
recorded his ~sixth double-double
of the season Saturday against
Jacksonville State, scoring 17
points and getting 10 rebounds. It
was the tenth time a UCF player
·has registered a double-double
this season.
Reed's first double-double
came on Nov. 26 against Hawaii
Pacific when he totaled. 13 points
and 10 rebounds. Against Middle
Tennessee State University on
Dec. 12, he scored 12 points and
pulled down 12 boards. On Dec.
28 _against Marist, .Reed had 21
points and 13 rebounds. Against
Jacksonville State on Jan. 6, he
had 13 points, 10 boards. On Jan.
17, Reed had 21 points and 10
rebounds against Stetson. And on
Feb. 17, again against JSU, he

had 17 points
10
and
rebounds.
Regular season coming
to a close
This
week brings
the end to a
regular season
that
never
seemed
to
reach expectations for the
Golden
Knights. Prior
to the season
UCF
was
picked to finish second in
the TAAC by
conferthe
ence'-s coaches.
The
media;s preseason ' poll
placed
the
team third.
Going into the final stretch
of the regular season the Golden
Knights cuirently are tied for last
place in the TAAC with
Campbell. UCF is 3-13 in conference play going into the final
week of the regular season and
will play host to No. 1 Georgia
State and Campbell to round out
the year.
The best possible finish for
the Golden Knights is a tie with
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Florida Atlantic for eighth place
in the TAAC. In order for this to
happen UCF will have to beat
both GSU and Campbell and
hope for FAU to lose its games to
Campbell and GSU.
Earlier in the season the
Golden Knights beat Campbell
73-60, but k>st to Georgia State
97-75. UCF plays GSU Thursday
and Campbell on Saturday. Both
games will be played at the UCF
Arena.
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UCF baseball falls to Rice
Rice, Wake Forest top Golden Knights at tournament
University, ranked No. 1 in ·the
nation, Sunday at the CocaCola Classic in Houston,
Texas. UCF had already
played two games in the tournament leading up to the
much-anticipated
matchup
with host school Rice, splitting contests with Purdue and
Wake Forest. But the Golden
Knight bats, which have been
red-hot · over the past few

weeks, failed to come alive.
Rice starting pitcher Kenny
Baugh threw a complete game
HOUSTON, Texas - A
three-hitter, striking out a
week of travel, combined with
career-high 14 batters, to lead
the pitching of the nation's top
the Owls to a 5-1 victory over
team, proved to be too much
# 16 UCF (7-3).
for the UCF baseball team to
Rice ( 10-1) scored two
overcome.
runs in the first inning ~hen
In what has been a rare
Jesse Roman hit a two-RBI
occasion in school history, the
double to right-center field,
Golden Knights played Rice
scoring A.J. Porfirio and
Hunter Brown. The
Below: UCF shortstop Jeremy Kurella had a 22-game hitting streak entering
Owls added two more
last Sunday's game against Rice.
~
_
runs
in the third
PHOIO BY n..u.$.M 8 RIVER
inning thanks to
back-to-back RBI
singles by Roman
and Austin Davis.
UCF scored its only
run · of the game in
the fourth inning
when
outfielder
Wayne
Summers
. reached home on a
throwing error by
Rice third baseman
Brian Bormaster on
an Andy Johnson
ground ball. Golden
Knight starter Brad
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Cooks heats up
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Three-point specialist
is making strides on
defense
Lanetra Cooks, a 5-foot-7
guard who transferred from
Tallahassee Community College,
has proven to be valuable acquisition for the UCF women's basketball team this season. She is
currently averaging about eight
points a game, with a recent
offensive outburst boosting her
average from the 5.8 points per
game she was scoring in early
January.
Cooks averaged 24 points
per game and w~s named secondteam All-State as a senior at

Jefferson County High School.
At Tallahassee Communi'-y
College she set the record for
most three-pointers in a season
with 60 as a freshman, then as a .
sophomore she broke that record
by making 72 three-pointers. Her
sophomore year she was also
named
first-team
AllConference.
When Cooks arrived at UCF
she could only watch as practice
began. She had to get a test score
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOIOFF
before she could hit the court Junior guard Lanetra Cooks has
with the Golden Knights. Once reached the 20-point plateau twice·
she got the test score she needed in the past two weeks.
she began practicing with the
team and received some addi- she didn't really understand the
tional help to learn the offense.
offense well enough, I don't
UCF Head Coach Gail think," said Striegler. "She'd go
Striegler has noticed the progress and go and wasn't sure where she
Cooks has made since the begin- was supposed to be and what she
ning of the season.
"At the beginning of the year
HOT, Page 24

Busbin threw
six innings, yielding 11 hits
and four runs, all earned,
while striking out three.
Sophomore Von Stertzbach
relieved Busbin, throwing two
innings,
yielding
one
unearned run while fanning
five batters, including the first
four he faced. Outfielder Jason
Graham was the only UCF
player to have success against
Baugh, collecting two hits and
stealing two bases.
Saturday's game against
Purdue was a different story,
as the Golden Knights had 21
hits and five home runs in an
18-2 rout of Purdue. Chad
Ehrnsberger, Greg Good, Matt
Meath, Jeremy Frost and Mike
Fox all left the yard for UCF,
and Ehrnsberger finished the
game with a season-high four
RBis. Golden Knight starting
pitcher Jason Arnold improve
to 2-0 on the season, allowing
just three hits and one earned
run while striking out four in
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Women's golf team wins
third-annual UCF Invitational
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

The UCF Women's Golf
Team took first place at the
Third
Annual
UCF
Invitational last week. The
Golden Knights finished with
a final score of 600, beating
the second place team, · the
University of Miami, by 19
strokes.
Rollins
College
placed third with 624. Ten
teams competed in the tournament.
"It's great to start the
spring season with a win at
your home tournament," said
UCF Head Coach Jill Fjelstul.
Three Golden Knights
placed in the top five of the
individual standings. Tanja
Arnold, a junior from Bern,
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Switzerland, finished first
among individuals with a 147
(+3), beating out junior teammate Olivia Hartley in a playoff. Florida International 's
Michelle
Simpson - and
Stetson's Jaime Meyer took
third and fourth, and UCF
junior Monica Gundersrud
rounded out the top five with a
150. Beate Faanes and Anna
Green also finished in the top
20 for UCF.
"Tanja and Olivia coming
in first and second wasn't surprising, but it was exciting,"
said Fjelstul. "That was
Tanja's second win in the last
three tournaments."
The Golden Knights shot
a tournament-low 296 on the
ARNOLD, Page 25
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